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Within anoxic near surface aqueous settings where U02(S) may be released an
opportunity to encounter and complex with organic acids may occur. Reactions between
U02(S) and ligands may promote the solubility and mobility of uranium. Organic ligands
investigated in the dissolution work include citric acid, NTA and EDTA. Exposure to the
ligands had little effect on U02(S) solubility. The log activity of U02(S) hydrolysis under
reduced conditions was -6.56. Under all measured conditions of ligand concentration, the
data consistently show an increase in uranium concentration to a median log U activity of
-4.89. The observed solubility of U02(S) in the presence of chelating organic ligands is
inconsistent with expected values based on literature data, possibly due to inefficient
controls on oxidation. Although the solubilities values are higher than expected, these
experiments suggest that strong chelating agents will have little effect on U02(S)
solubility.
The second part of this study concerned U(VI) sorption onto Georgia kaolinite
(KGal-b). Sorption was investigated as a function of ionic strength and pC02
concentration in the presence or absence of EDTA, citrate and fulvic acid. U(VI) sorption
on kaolinite does not depend strongly on ionic strength, but a strong dependence on pC02
is observed, with less sorption of U(VI) occurring with increasing pC02. U(VI) sorption
is enhanced by the addition of EDTA, citric acid or fulvic acid at low pH, likely due to

formation of ternary surface complexes. At high pH, U(VI) sorption decreases,
presumably due to formation of competitive aqueous organic ligand-U(VI) complexes.
Surface complexation of U(VI) as a function of ionic strength and pC02 is well described
using a nonelectrostatic or a double diffuse layer model. However, neither model
correctly simulates all of the U(VI) sorption edges in the presence of ligands, possibly
due to incorrect estimates of C02"3(aq) concentrations, inaccuracies in the predicted
aqueous U(VI)-ligand speciation, partial dissolution of the clay by the organic ligands, or
due to poor representation of the electrical double layer in the presence of the organic
ligands.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Uranium (U) is an element of concern
Uranium dioxide (U02(S>) solid occurs naturally in the Earth's crust and is the
most abundant uranium mineral on Earth (Ewing 1999). U02(S) is a resource that is
mainly used for fuel in nuclear power plants, military munitions and medical
applications. Uranium (U) is classified as a heavy metal, and like most such metals, can
be toxic to humans and harmful to the environment. From the front to the back end of the
nuclear fuel cycle there are many opportunities for U release into the environment.
Removing and processing U ore at the front end of the cycle introduces U to the critical
zone where weathering can act on mill tailings resulting in acid mine drainage and
subsequent mobilization of U. At the back end of the cycle, used spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
presents a distinct management challenge due to the extremely long half-life of

238

U.

Thus, responsible management of this waste necessitates storage in a long-term
repository. However, such a facility has yet to be established in the United States.
Morrison and Spangler (1992) report that approximately 35,000 metric tons of spent
nuclear fuel is stored throughout the U.S. in temporary locations that present potential
opportunities for U release into the environment. Documented cases of U migration from
such facilities, such as have occurred at Hanford and Los Alamos (Ewing 1999), compel
an understanding of the chemical properties that control and influence U migration and
bioavailability.

1

Dissolution of U02(S)
Two processes that have a strong influence on U mobility and bioavailability are
dissolution and sorption. The dissolution of a mineral causes a translocation of the
elements that make up the bulk solid into the surrounding aqueous phase. In the solid
state, uranium and other elements are considered to be relatively immobile. However, if
ions in a mineral lattice are liberated into the aqueous phase, i.e. dissolved by
groundwater or another solution, they will become more mobile and bioavailable, posing
a greater potential risk to ecosystem and human health. Thus, to accurately predict the
fate of U in environmental systems, it is necessary to quantify factors that could modify
the solubility of U-containing solids. It is well established that the complexation of
metals by organic acids in natural waters can significantly enhance mineral solubility
(Pittman and Lewman 1994). However, the ability of commonly occurring natural and
synthetic organic acids such as citric acid, EDTA and NTA to promote the solubility
U02(S) is not well understood.
In this study, the solubility of uraninite (U02(S)) in the presence of three organic
acids (citric acid, EDTA and NTA) is investigated under anaerobic conditions as a
function of pH. Citric acid is an organic acid that is found naturally in soil solutions and
is known to form strong U-citric aqueous complexes (Drever and Stillings 1997, Jones
1998, Oburger et al., 2009). Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and nitrilotriacetic
acid (NTA) are synthetic chelating agents used to remove U precipitates from instruments
in nuclear power plants and have been identified as constituents of some spent nuclear
fuel (SNF). A primary research aim of this study is to determine solubility equilibria for

2

U02(S) in the presence of the EDTA, NTA and citric acid in order to provide a better
overall understanding of U02(S) behavior in near-surface anoxic systems.

Sorption
Sorption is another process that can greatly affect U mobility. The removal of U
from the aqueous phase by complexation to a mineral surface can perturb U migration
through soils. Atoms at the mineral surface will not be fully coordinated as atoms are in
the bulk mineral, and these coordinately unsaturated surface sites can bind, or complex,
metals such as U to the mineral surface. This study investigates how U may sorb onto the
clay mineral kaolinite and how the presence of three organic acids may modify U
sorption on this mineral. The effects of citric acid, EDTA and fulvic acid are quantified.
Citric acid and EDTA are described above; fulvic acid is a naturally occuring acid that
forms from the degradation of natural organic matter (NOM) and is found in virtually all
soil solutions (Pittman and Lewman, 1994). Data from U adsorption edge experiments
on kaolinite in the presence and absence of the organic acids are used to constrain surface
complexation reaction stoichiometries and to derive stability constants for these
reactions.

A brief history of uranium
Uranium was discovered in 1789 by the analytical chemist M.H. Klaproth. Before
the radioactive properties of the element were known, interest in uranium was primarily
academic. There was a small economic demand for uranium; some compounds were used
for coloring glass and porcelain (Cordfunke 1969). The need for uranium and interest in

3

the metal changed dramatically with the discovery of radioactivity and the advent of the
nuclear age. With the newfound properties of the metal, interest in uranium boomed and
ore that bore the uranium-bearing minerals became in high demand. Discovery of nuclear
fission and the outbreak of the Second World War contributed to a great surge in the need
for uranium and uranium-bearing compounds (Cordfunke 1969).

Chemistry of uranium
Uranium, atomic number 92 with a mean atomic weight of 238.03, is classified
as an actinide series element. Actinides share certain electronic and chemical properties
as a result of their common property of an unfilled 5f orbital. As atomic number
increases, an increasing number of electrons are required to neutralize the nuclear charge,
and within the actinide family those electrons are characteristically shunted into the 5f
orbital. The electronic structure of U allows it to exhibit several valence states.

Oxidation-reduction chemistry
Most uranium chemical species can be placed into two categories based on
valence state: more reduced species that contain uranous (U(IV)) and more oxidized
species that contain uranyl (U(VI)) (Figure 1.1; Burns 1999). Under reducing conditions
in aqueous solutions and at very low pH U(IV) can exist stably as the lone U(IV) cation
(Figure 1.1). As pH increases the cation will be hydrolyzed to UOH3+ and at
circumneutral pH the neutral UO2 complex dominates. In the presence of O2 and other
oxidizing agents, U can gain two electrons and be oxidized to U(VI). Upon formation in
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Figure 1.1. Plot of log ^H2 vs pH at 25°C and 1 bar showing fields of relative
predominance of aqueous uranium species (after Shock et al., 1997).

aqueous solution or ambient atmosphere, U(VI) will immediately react with two water
2+\

oxygens to form the uranyl molecule (UO2 ).

Crystal chemistry of UO2
U02(s) possesses the cubic fluorite structure with the U(IV) cation coordinated by
eight O atoms in a cubic arrangement, and each O atom bound to four U(IV) cations
(Burns 1999). Despite the importance of U minerals, and the considerable attention that
they have garnered, our understanding of their crystal chemistry lags well behind that of

5

many other mineral groups (Burns 1999). U(IV) minerals are often more complicated
than the simple U02(s) fluorite structure would suggest. This complication is due in part
to the tendency for U(IV) to partially oxidize. If the outer layer of a U(IV) mineral is in
contact with an oxidizing environment it will be oxidized to the more soluble U(VI)
(Figure 1.2), complicating the solubility behavior of the mineral. Burns further states that
U02(S) is probably always at least partially oxidized in natural systems.

T

«
^ **&i

uo ? - -*U0 2J 3sH I T

U

°2+

Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the formation of oxidized rind on U02(S)
surface (after Shoesmith 2000).

Nuclear properties of uranium
The use of U for nuclear fission makes the element useful, desirable and
profitable. There are also many uses for depleted uranium (DU), an industrial byproduct
of U enrichment with the fissionable isotope 235U. Uranium is long-lived and present in
the Earth in significant amounts (Cotton 2006), with values ranging from 1.2 ug/g in
sedimentary rocks to 120 pg/g in phosphate rocks (Langmuir 1997). Uranium exists as
three naturally occurring isotopes,

238

U,

235

followed by 235U and 234U (Table 1.1).

6

U and

234

U.

238

U is the most abundant,

Table 1.1. Naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (after Jiang and Aschner 2005).
Isotope mass
238
235
234

Atomic percentage
99.2745
0.720
0.0055

Figure 1.3. The 23SU, 235U and 232Th decay chains. The grayscale reflects half-life, with
darker grays for longer half-lives (after Eby 2004).
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Figure 1.4. Half-lives for the U and Th decay series (after Burdon et al., 2003).

Past efforts to characterize and understand the radioactive properties of U
elucidated the phenomena not only of isotopes but also of radiation. The discovery of
radioactivity, a-particles, fj-particles and y-rays resulted from unraveling the U and
thorium (Th) decay series (Figure 1.3). The relatively long half-lives of U isotopes make
these nuclides particularly suited to investigating many geological processes that occur
over time scales similar to their decay period (Burdon et al., 2003) (Figure 1.4).
Inducing U fission results in the capture of energy used to produce electrical
power and results in the production of SNF (Wronkiewicz and Buck 1999). U fuel for
these processes is produced via U ore mining, which can result in leakage of U waste into
the environment. Uranium can also enter near surface systems via leaching of mine
tailings, military applications, power plant activities, and radioactive waste disposal. The
potential release of U from crystalline U02(S) into groundwaters and surface waters
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necessitates an understanding of how the mineral will react in typical near surface aquatic
systems.

The nuclear fuel cycle
The nuclear fuel cycle is typically divided into three types of processing. The
"front-end" of the cycle involves exploration, development, mining, milling, conversion,
enrichment, and fuel fabrication (Finch 1997). Currently in the United States more than
230 million tons of U mill tailings are stored at U mill sites (Morrisson and Spangler
1992). The "middle" division of the fuel cycle takes place at the nuclear power plant
where energy production is derived from U fission. The "back-end" concerns the
handling and reprocessing of spent fuel and disposal of the waste. Properly storing and
disposing of spent fuel is an immense problem. It is estimated that by 2020 the quantity
of spent nuclear fuel in the U.S will grow to nearly 80,000 metric tons (Ewing 1999).

Uranium mines, milling, and tailing pit
The great demand for uranium ore requires extraction of U from the Earth's crust,
which contains an average U concentration of ~2.7 ppm (Blanpain 2005). Many locations
in the U.S. contain significant U reserves or historical reserves. For example, American
mining of U was once intense in the Colorado Plains and the South Texas Gulf Coast. In
the 1980s, production dwindled and the U.S. lost the position as the world's leading
producer to Canada (Finch 1997). Although production has peaked, U waste from past
mining activity must still be managed.
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Geographically, U resources are concentrated in a few places in the world; these
are mainly located in Canada, Czech Republic, Germany, South Africa, Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Australia and the United States (Finch 1997). Finch (1997) states that in
1993 the world consumption of pitchblende (U3O8) was 150,000,000 pounds. U from
mining activity is utilized for fissionable material in nuclear power plants, and depleted
uranium (DU) resulting from the fuel enrichment results in byproducts, such as bullets,
that are mainly used by the military. Furthermore, the resulting high density DU is used
as weight ballast for airplanes and submarine, although due to the environmental
concerns these uses of DU are being phased out (Uijt de Haag et al., 1992). The front end
of the uranium cycle first involves removing and processing U from deposits in the
subsurface. Uranium is mined by three basic processes: solution mining (in situ leaching),
surface mining (open pit), and underground mining (Abdelouas 2006). Solution mining
involves the subsurface removal of uranium from reduced ore minerals. Surface and
underground mining are of great concern due to the storage and management practices of
the resulting mill tailings. Surface pit mining consists of digging large holes in the ground
to extract minerals that occur near the surface (Abdelouas 2006). Underground mining
involves a shaft that reaches the ore deposit, which can then be extracted and removed
from the underground system (Abdelouas 2006). After mining the rock, crushing or
milling is a necessary first step for the processing of ore. One of the more
environmentally troublesome by-products of the mineral processing operation are the
tailings; they are usually finely divided and as a result, readily subjected to chemical
weathering processes (Abdelouas 2006). Mill tailings are therefore a potent threat to
environmental systems. Tailings from uranium mines often contain other radioactive
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elements found in the uranium decay chain, including Th, Ra, Po and Rn, together with
other heavy metals that can be leached from the tailings to produce contaminated runoff.
The inappropriate conditioning and disposal of tailings waste permit the
contaminants to spread into air, soil, sediment, surface water, and groundwater. For
example, if U in tailings comes into contact with organic acids in soil, sediments or
aqueous solutions, U might be leached from the solid phase due to formation of organic
complexes, greatly enhancing U mobility and bioavailability in the biosphere. Other
processes that could mobilize U from the solid phase include: changes in pH and Eh
resulting in changes of the U speciation and/or oxidation state, adsorption onto mineral or
organic surfaces, formation of inorganic complexes with phosphate, carbonate or other
anions and remineralization into secondary solids.
Each of these processes are potentially at work in the mine pits where tailings are
contained. At the surface of the pits the tailings are exposed to oxidizing conditions,
allowing the more soluble U022+ species to form. Francis et al. (1991) reports that the
predominant mechanism of dissolution of U from ores is oxidation of U(IV) to the more
soluble U(VI).
Acid generation is also an issue affecting the solubility of UO2 tailings. Pyrite is
often associated with uraninite host rock and upon weathering, can contribute strongly to
acidification of water in contact with tailings, via chemical reactions such as:
FeS 2 + 14Fe3+ + 8H 2 0 -» 15Fe2+ + 2S042~ + 16H+

(1)

Fes2 + 3.50 2 + H 2 0 — Fe2+ + 2S042" + 2H+

(2)

which are controlled by oxygen availability and the presence of bacteria such as
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, which enzymatically oxidize available Fe(II) to Fe(III). The
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amount of Fe(III) produced by Thiobacillus ferrooxidans is a strong controlling factor on
acid generation within tailings pits (Abdeluouas et al., 1999). The high acidity of the
mine drainage enhances the dissolution of UO2 from the solid phase to form the more
souble and mobile aqueous U0 2 2+ . Complexation of dissolved U with ligands such as
carbonate, phosphate and organic ligands may further enhance U mobility in near surface
aquatic systems.

Processing and enrichment of U ore
U resulting from ore milling is typically partially reduced and thus much less
soluble than the oxidized form of U. However, processing of U ore typically includes
industrial oxidation of U(IV) to U(VI) with hydrogen peroxide, ferric iron, or sodium
chlorate to enhance the quantity of recoverable U (Blanpain et al., 2005). A base or
hydrogen peroxide is then used to leach the "pregnant" solution of U, which is
subsequently precipitated as U30g(S) or "yellowcake". Further processing is performed to
isolate and purify the concentrated solution, resulting in U03(S)_ which is then converted to
UF6 to prior to isotopic enrichment. Gaseous diffusion or gas centrifugation is used to
separate the U isotopes. Between 3 to 5% 235U is necessary for most currently-operating
fission power plants in the U.S., which is significantly greater than the natural abundance
of 0.7%

235

U (Table 1.1). The diffusion and centrifugation steps separate the isotopes

based on mass differences resulting in "enriched uranium," which contains 3 to 5%
for use in nuclear fuel. During isotopic separation UF6 is converted to UO2.
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The back end of the fuel cycle
Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) will contain between 95 and 99% U02(S) (Wronkiewicz
and Buck 1999). The remaining portion will be made up of fission products and
transuranic elements that form during fission, such as Cs, I, Ba and Sr (Shoesmith 2000).
The fission products Cs and I have been recognized to separate from the bulk fuel and
accumulate to the fuel sheath gap. Due to the high solubility of the precipitates in the gap,
Shoesmith (2000) states that these deposits would dissolve instantly on exposure to
groundwater. If a container is compromised, a major controlling process for U02(S) escape
will be the redox potential (Del Cul et al. 2000, Shoesmith 2000, Wronkiewicz and Buck
1999). Solution redox is a critical variable because the solubility of U02(S) increases many
orders of magnitude when the solid is oxidized.
The Hanford Site in Washington holds 231 million liters of waste material in 177
underground storage tanks (Huang 1996). It is estimated that 57 million liters were
released in the 1970s, and during another accident in 1993 -357,200 liters escaped. The
sludge is known to contain plutonium (Pu), U, Cs, Sr and tritium. Included in this waste
are organics used at the facility to remove metal precipitates from the machinery. Toste et
al. (1995) conducted a study to identify organic compounds contained within Hanford
waste containers. The work revealed that a complex mixture of organic compounds is
present, ranging from commercial to defense waste. Toste et al. (1995) reported the
presence of chelating agents including EDTA, NTA and HEDTA and the complexing
agent citric acid. The compounds are likely present because they are extensively used in
the nuclear industry as decontamination agents (as will be further discussed in the ligands
section below). GC/MS analysis of the waste determined that it contained 64 mM citrate,
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38 mM HEDTA, 31 mM EDTA and 7.3 mM NTA. Along with the "parent" organics, the
presence of several other chemical classes, including mono- and dicarboxylic acids,
alkanes and phthalate esters were found. These compounds are thought to be degradation
products of the chelating and complexing agents. The presence of this complex mixture
of chelating and complexing agents in the waste motivates better characterization of
potential interactions between escaped U and these organics, so that waste migration can
be better managed.

Organic ligands
Naturally occurring organic acids are biochemical compounds common to soils
and natural waters including the plant canopy, forest litter, surface horizons, subsurface
horizons, soil solutions, the rhizosphere and on rock surfaces (Stevenson 1967). These
molecules are expected to play a dominant role in zones where microbial activity is
intense; however, the amounts found at any one time represent a balance between
synthesis and destruction by microorganisms. Organic acids perform many functions in
soil including: root nutrient acquisition, mineral weathering, microbial chemotaxis and
metal detoxification. In this study, several natural and anthropogenic organic acids found
mainly in soil solutions and the subsurface horizon where U may escape from storage are
considered. Four common ligands that are strong candidates to encounter SNF are NTA,
EDTA, citric and fulvic acid.
Fulvic acid
The humic and fulvic content of natural organic matter (NOM) is made up of
solid and dissolved organic matter that is a highly complex mixture of organic molecules
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produced by incomplete breakdown of cellulose and lignin (Aiken et al., 1985). These
compounds are typically categorized as naturally occurring, biogenic, heterogeneous
organic substances that can generally be characterized as yellow to black in color, of high
molecular weight, and refractory. Soil humic substances are divided into two major
categories, the humic acid fraction and the fulvic acid fraction, based on solubility. The
humic acid fraction is soluble in alkaline solution but will precipitate upon acidification
and the fulvic acid fraction is soluble in alkaline and acidic solutions (Drever and Vance,
1994).
These acids are known to have a major influence on the translocation or mobility
of many metals in soil profiles (McKeague et al., 1986). Fulvic acids are lower in
molecular weight than humic acids and are the predominant form of dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) in near surface aquatic systems (Drever and Vance, 1994). Fulvic acid is
essentially ubiquitous, and as such is found in virtually every soil solution, surface water,
or groundwater. Fulvic acid does not have a defined chemical composition or structure
(Figure 1.5). The acid is acknowledged to have hydrophobic moieties that take the form
of carbon chains, and hydrophilic functional groups (Maurice 2009). Functional groups
such as phenol (-OH) and carboxyls (-COOH) have been observed (Figure 1.6). The high
content of oxygen containing functional groups allows for the formation of stable
complexes with polyvalent cations (Drever and Vance, 1994). Furthermore, because of its
ubiquitous nature, it is possible that humic substances have a greater role than lower
molecular weight acids in complexing and modifying metal mobility in soils. The
concentration of humic and fulvic acid varies from soil to soil, but is generally controlled
by the amount of organic matter contained in the soil. In well-drained soils levels can be
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as low as 1.0 wt.%, increasing to up to 20 wt.% in wetlands, and peat can contain up to
30 wt. % humic and fulvic acid (Drever and Vance, 1994). Humic substances are capable
of interacting with U resulting in several outcomes: (1) reactive sites on the acid can
complex U resulting in an aqueous U-fulvic complexes; (2) reduction of the cation may
take place causing precipitation of U(IV)-bearing solids; and (3) the formation of ternary
complexes may modify sorption onto solids.
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Figure 1.5. Proposed structure for fulvic acid (after Maurice, 2009).
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Citric acid
Citric acid (Cetl&Oj) is a tricarboxylic acid (Figure 1.7) that occurs naturally in
the environment and is also commonly used as a proxy to represent low molecular-weight
(LWM) organics that are common in soils, and which are also strong chelators (Strobel,
2001). Citric acid is produced by plants, fungi and microorganisms, which are believed to
exude it in order to help them take up metals from the environment (Jones, 1998). The
concentration of LMW carboxylic acids, such as citric acid, are highest in soil solutions
from the upper soil layers and can constitute up to 10% of DOC (Strobel, 2001). The
concentration of aliphatic LMW di- and tricarboxylic acids (e.g., oxalic, malonic, malic,
succinic, tartaric and citric) are usually in the range of 0-50 mM. In contrast,
monocarboxylic acids typically occur in lower concentrations of -0-1 mM (Strobel,
2001).
Citric acid contains three carboxyl functional groups that can deprotonate (Table
1.2) and form strong complexes with U in solution (Table 1.3). The complexation of U by
citric acid can modify processes such as dissolution and sorption, which will be discussed
further in chapters 2 and 5.

! O
<
OH
OH
O

Figure 1.7. Citric acid structure (after Strobel 2001).
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Table 1.2. pKa values for citric acid from MINTEQ default thermodynamic database
(after Tomson 2004).

Reaction
Citrate" + H+ <s> HCitrate"2
Citrate'3 + 2H+ <=> H2Citrate"
Citrate'3 + 3H+ o H3Citrate(aq)
Citrate"3 + H+ «> HCitrate"2
Citrate"3 + 2H+ o H2Citrate"
Citrate"3 + 3H+ <=> H3Citrate(aq)
Citrate"3 + Na+ <z> NaCitrate"2
3

pKa
6.3
11.1
-2.7
6.3
11.1
-2.7
1.3

U0 2 +2 + Citrate"3 o U02Citrate"

8.6

2UQ2+2 + 2Citrate3 o (UQ2)2Citrate2"

21.3

Table 1.3. NEA selected thermodynamic data for reactions involving actinide compounds
and complexes with selected organic ligands. All ionic species listed in this table are
aqueous species. All data refer to the reference temperature of 298.15K and a pressure of
0.1 M Pa and 1=0 (after Hummel et al., 2007).
Species

Reaction

log,„K'

UO;ox-3H : 0(cr)
UO,ox(aqi
U02(.ov)22"
U0 2 (oxb 4 ~
Np0 2 ox~
NpO/ox),'Am(ox)~
Ani(ox)2~
Amfoxl,3"
U02cir
Qjo2)2(c\n22~
UO,(Hcii)(aq)
NpCfccir"
Am(cilXaq)
AinU-il).-Am(Hciir
Aiii(Hcil)2^
Ucdia(aql
UO;cdia-~
(U02)2cdia(aq)
U0 2 (Hediar
Np(cdlaKaq)
Np0 2 edta 3 *
NpCWHcdia)2""
NpO : lH 2 edlar
Pu(edla)~
Pu(Hcdia)(aq)
Am('edia)~

U02ox(aq) 1 3 H : 0(1| — U0 2 o\-3H 2 0(crl
UO, 2 * 4 o\ 2 ~ =± U02cn(aq)
UO,--H 2 m : - — UO,(ox|n-U Q . : _ 4 3 ox-- - U O ; ( o x ) , J "
NpO," 4- o\2— ^ NpOsiix"
N p ( V 4 2 ox2~ =± Np02(c>\)23~
Any5- 1 ox 2 - ^ Aiu(ox)""
A m u 4 2 ox 2 - ^ Ami'ox)2"
Am1* 1- 3 ox 2 * ^ Amfflxlj''UOj 2 * 4- cil1* ^ u o 2 c i r
2 U0 2 2 * 4- 2 cit 3 - :=± (UO : ) 2 (cil) 2 2 *
U 0 2 2 " 1 Hcil 2 ' ;± UO,(HcitKaq)
NpOs' 4 cii 1 * ^ NpOscir"
A m 3 - 4 cil1* " Am(ciiKaq)
Am'* 4 2 cil •- = Am(cit)22~
Am3 "4- Hcil 2- = Am(Hcit)"
Am1"'' 1 2 Heir" 7± Am(Heii)2~
l! 4 " 4-cdUi4- ^ Uedla(aq)
U0 2 2 -" 4 cdia4 " ^ U02edia2~
2 UO, 2 - 1 cdia4~ =: (U02)2edia(aq)
UO, 2 + 4 Hedla3~ ^ U0 2 (HediaF
Np4~ -1 edla"'~ = Np(edlaKaq)
Np0 2 ~ 1 edla4~ ;± Np02edla3~
NpX)2" 1 Hedia1" ;± Np02<Hedlar""
NpO,"*" 1 H2edta2" =± Np0 2 ffl 2 edta)"
Pu3~ 1 edia4" =t Pufediar
Pu3~ 1 Hedla"'"" =± Pu(Hedla)taq)
Am3"'" 4- cdia4"" ;=± Aiiifedla)-

1.80 ±0.27
7.13 ±0.16
ll.65±0.15
13.8 ± 1.5
3.9 + 0.1
5.8 ± 0.2
6.51 ±0.15
10.71 ±0.20
13.0 ±1.0
8.96 ±0.17
21.3±0.5
5.0 ± 1.0
3.6S ± 0.05
8.55 ± 0.20
13.9 ± 1 . 0
6.5 ± 1.0
10.8 ± 1.0
29.5 ± 0.2
13.7 ±0.2
20.6 ± 0.4
8.37 ±0.10
3I.2±06
9.23 ± 0 13
5.82 ±0.11
4.47 ±0.14
20. IS ±0.37
1 84 ± 0.26
19.67 ±0.11
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NTA and EDTA
NTA and EDTA are synthetic organic acids that were first manufactured in 1936
and 1939, respectively. These acids are considered complexing agents and are used for
many purposes in industry. Because almost all processes conducted in aqueous solution
will experience interferences by metal ions, i.e., the formation of highly insoluble
precipitate of alkaline-earth or heavy-metal salts (Knepper 2003), complexing agents
such as NTA and EDTA are used to remove problem metals and/or to bind and "mask"
metal ions in industrial processes. These ligands have a broad area of application as
complexing agents, but are mainly used for the complexation of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions.
Specifically, these acids are used as additives in washing and cleaning agents, in textile
and pulp paper industry to mask heavy-metal ions, in the photo industry (now mostly
phased out), in plating enterprises as inhibitors during the elimination of nickel from
galvanic wastewater, in dairy processing to eliminate formation of "milk-stone linings",
in remediation of contaminated soils or sludges, in agriculture as fertilizer auxiliary
materials and as a source of nitrogen, and in the pharmaceutical cosmetics and food stuffs
industries as stabilizing agents.
NTA and EDTA are both amino polycarboxylates that have a tertiary nitrogen
atom in a central position in the molecule and acidic groups bound at alkyl residues
around them (Figure 1.8).

EDTA has four functional groups, which possess donor

properties, spatially arranged in such a way that they can usually form 1:1 complexes
with many metals, including U(VI) (Table 1.3) (Hummel et al., 2007).

In the

environment, complexing agents are usually present as complexes and not, as shown in
Figure 1.8, in their acidic form. In a metal (M)-EDTA complex, the metal ion can be
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located in the center of the complex whilst being coordinately bound to nitrogen and
oxygen atoms (Figure 1.9; Knepper, 2003). This configuration is termed chelation and is
very effective at masking the positive charge of the metal, causing enhanced metal
mobility in the environment. Both EDTA and NTA are highly stable and can be removed
only with extreme difficulty from the wastewater produced in industrial processes. The
stable configuration of these complexes has lead to increased mobility of heavy metals.
The complexes are usually highly stable because of the enclosure of the central ion by the
complexing agent.

/COOH

COOH

(

IJI

COOH

i

HOOC

^

HOOC

EDTA

NTA

Figure 1.8. Structures of EDTA and NTA (after Knepper, 2003).

Figure 1.9. The EDTA molecule (A) and a schematic of EDTA chelating around a metal
cation (B).
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Objectives and hypothesis
The dissolution portion of this study investigates the influence of organic acids on
the solubility of U02(s> Data derived from this research helps to elucidate how organic
ligands such as citric, oxalic and NTA acids affect the distribution and stability of UO2 in
near surface environments. It is hypothesized that:
(1) In the absence of oxygen and organic acids the solubility of UO2 will depend
on pH, with increasing solubility at pH < 4 and > 11.
(2) Upon the addition of organic acids, U02(S) solubility will increase.
Bulk adsorption experiments conducted under a broad range of solution
conditions are used to investigate U02+2 sorption on kaolinite, a mineral found in many
near surface earth system. Data from this study is used to constrain reaction
stoichiometries and thermodynamic stability constants to describe U02+ adsorption on
kaolinite with double diffuse layer and non-electrostatic surface complexation models,
These models can be used to calculate U02+2 partitioning onto kaolinite under a range of
possible solution conditions (pH, ionic strength, solution composition). The following
hypotheses are tested with the investigations of the U02+2-kaolinite-organic acid systems:
(1) In the absence of organic acids, U02+2 adsorption on kaolinite will be greatest
at circumneutral pH and will decrease below 7 and above 8, with little ionic
strength dependence.
(2) Organic acids will increase U02+2 adsorption at pH values <7 when compared
to U02+2 adsorption onto kaolinite in the absence of organic acids, due to the
formation of ternary surface complexes.
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(3) At high pH, addition of organic acids will result in less adsorption of the
U02+2 on kaolinite, due to the formation of aqueous U-organic acids,
desorption of the organic acids from the kaolinite surface and/or because
organic acids may outcompete U02+2 for mineral surface sites.
Overall this research will contribute fundamental thermodynamic data regarding
interactions of U02 +2 with a common clay mineral and three natural and synthetic organic
acids found in many near-surface environmental systems.
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CHAPTER II

U02(S) SOLUBILITY BACKGROUND

Mechanisms of dissolution
This study investigates the solubility of uraninite, under reducing conditions,
when exposed to citric acid, NTA and EDTA. In a closed system, with a fixed
temperature and pressure, a saturated aqueous solution consisting only of water, U02(S),
and an organic acid will have two major dissolution mechanisms at work. The first
mechanism is controlled by pH, i.e. the concentration of H+ and OH" ions in solution and
is termed "proton-promoted" or "hydroxide-promoted" dissolution. H+ and OH" ions can
form a complex with O and U atoms at the mineral surface, weakening bonds to the
internal mineral lattice, resulting in desorption of surface atoms to form aqueous species.
The second mechanism that may act to dissolve U0 2 in the system described above is
"ligand-promoted" dissolution. During ligand-promoted dissolution, mineral solubility is
enhanced by the complexation of ligands with ions at the mineral surface. The following
sections offer a detailed explanation of chemical interactions that occur during both types
of dissolution.

Effects of pH on U02(S) solubility
In a system of UO2 and water, the dissolution of uraninite will be promoted by H+
and OH" ions in solution. For the uraninite solid the 0=U=0 atoms at the mineral surface
will be less stable relative to atoms that are embedded further within the solid because U
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and O atoms located on the surface of the mineral lattice will have unsatisfied bonds
(Morel and Herring, 1993). The uraninite structure consists of eight O atoms in a cubic
arrangement, with each O atom bonded to four U(IV) cations (Burns 1999; see Chapter
1). O and U atoms located at the mineral are coordinatively unsaturated and, as a
consequence, will be reactive toward species in the aqueous solution. Reactions between
atoms at the mineral surface and H+ and OH" ions in solution can result in enhanced
dissolution of the UO2 solid.

Proton-promoted dissolution
Mineral surfaces exposed to aqueous solutions will hydrolyze; U cations attract
hydroxyls, while O atoms at the mineral surface will be protonated to form >UOH
surface groups, where > indicates binding to the mineral lattice (Figure 2.1). Under
acidic conditions (< 4), proton-promoted dissolution occurs. In this case, protons in
solution bind to the mineral surface, forming a protonated surface group. This weakens
the underlying bond between the U-0 in the mineral lattice, promoting release of the U
into the aqueous solution. This effectively results in an exchange between the H and the
U cations at the surface of the metal-oxide crystal lattice (Figure 2.2), resulting in the
dissolution of UO2 and subsequent formation of U-OH aqueous species (Rai 1990).
Proton-promoted dissolution is controlled by the activity of protons present in solution.
Thus, lower pH promotes greater proton-promoted mineral solubility (e.g. Figure 2.2).
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resulting in U-OH species (3).
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Figure 2.4. Hydroxide promoted dissolution results in removal of U from the mineral as a
U-OH complex.

Hydroxide promoted dissolution
In neutral to alkaline aqueous solutions, a complex will form between the surface
U and the OH" anion, weakening the bonds between U at the surface and O atoms in the
mineral lattice. The bonds are polarized allowing for the removal of a U-OH complex
into solution (Figure 2.4). Because U is removed from the solid to the aqueous phase the
mineral is dissolved and solubility is promoted.

Dissolution promoted by ligand chelation
In the natural environment the degradation of organic matter by microorganisms
results in the formation of organic acids. As these acids are transported through near
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surface environments they may encounter mineral constituents of the soil. Organic acids
are implicated in mineral-surface interactions where they can act in ligand exchange
reactions to increase the rate of mineral dissolution (Casey and Ludwig 1995). When the
solubility of a mineral is affected by ligand complexation, resulting in a metal-ligand
species, it is termed "ligand promoted dissolution" (Casey and Ludwig 1995).
Pittman and Lewan (1994) state that there are three fundamental rate-controlling
steps in ligand promoted dissolution. First, ligands must migrate to the mineral surface.
Once in contact with a cation, negatively charged reactive sites on the ligand may then
form a complex with the metal cation located on the mineral surface. Complexation to the
mineral can occur by several mechanisms, including: water bridging, electrostatic
(coulombic) attraction, coordinate linkage with a single donor group, and chelation
(Figure 2.5). These interactions with the mineral surface may promote the dissolution of
the mineral in much the same way as protons or hydroxyls, as described above. The
complex weakens the preexisting bonds of the metal and allows for the newly formed
complex to be desorbed from the crystal. Finally, the third step is for the newly formed
complex to diffuse away from the mineral surface, moving down the concentration
gradient (Casey and Ludwig 1995). By removing the U metal from the crystal lattice and
forming a stable aqueous complex organic acids enhance the dissolution of UO2.
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Law of mass action and equilibrium constant
Chemical reactions are described using mathematical equations, for example, a
simple chemical reaction might be stated as:
aA + bB^cC

+ dD

(2.1)

where: a, b, c, and d are the stoichiometric coefficients of reactants and products in the
balanced chemical reaction, and A, B, C, and D are the concentrations or activities of
reactants and products at equilibrium. The double arrow symbolizes reversibility; at
equilibrium conditions the forward reaction rate is equal to the reverse rate. Reactions can
be expressed using the Law of Mass Action:
K = [C1c[D]d
[A]a[B]b

(2.2)

where the brackets [ ] represent the activity of the products and reactants and K
symbolizes the equilibrium constant. For a reaction in a state of equilibrium, the
concentrations of the reactants and products will not change with time. Molecular motion
and diffusion continue at equilibrium, but the activities of the products and reactants
remain constant. Hence, the Law of Mass Action when expressed as equation 2.2 states
that the energy of the system is equal to the energy of the products over the energy of the
reactants.
The law of mass action can be applied to solubility reactions, such as those
described above. For a reaction occurring at a constant pH, temperature and pressure, the
complexation of reaction constituents with ligands and removal of U or O from the
mineral lattice will continue to occur at a constant rate. In other words, organic acids, H+
and OH" species continue to react with uraninite, however, the activity of U in solution
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will not change at equilibrium. Concentrations of constituents in solution will remain
constant for as long as conditions are unchanged.
The equilibrium constant (Keq) for a dissolution reaction represents the activity of
ions in solution (products/ reactants) at saturation (Eby 2004). The Law of Mass Action
(Equation 2.2) can be used to extract the equilibrium constant for a reaction if the
activities of the products and reactants at equilibrium are known, simply by rearranging
the expression. An example reaction such as
U02*xH20(am) + 3H+ <=> UOH3+ + (x+l)H 2 0

(2.3)

has a corresponding mass law of
Keq = [UOH3+]/[H+]3

(2.4)

because the activities of pure solids (UO2) and liquids (H2O) are assumed to be equal to
one. Taking the logs of each side and rearranging yields a linear expression:
loga(uoH3+)== log K - 3pH

(2.5)

where the activity of UOH3+ in the system is the y variable, m (the slope of the line) is the
stoichiometric coefficient, the x variable is the pH of the system and b (the intercept of
the line) is the equilibrium constant (Keq).
In experiments conducted in this study, UO2 activity in solution is measured as a
function of organic ligand activity and pH. At equilibrium, all components of the line,
with the exception of b, are known. The activity, or the y variable, of the aqueous U
species is found by analyzing the concentration of U in samples taken from experiments.
The x variable, pH, measured using a pH electrode. By plotting the aqueous U activity as
a function of pH, with a slope given by the stoichiometric coefficient, Keq can be
calculated from the intercept of the line (Figure 2.6).
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For example, Figure 2.6 shows data from Rai (1990). Rai (1990) carried out
solubility experiments of U02,xH20(am) in a glove box, from the point of undersaturation
in deoxygenated water at STP for 1 - 8 days. The aqueous concentration of U in
equilibrium with U02,xH20(am) was measured as a function of pH. The data clearly
delineate two lines of differing slope, from which it is evident that two reaction
mechanisms take place. By graphing a line through the two linear portions of the data, the
Keq for each of these two reactions can be extracted from the data.
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By using the coupled nonlinear least-squares and chemical equilibrium program
(NONLIN) Rai (1990) determined the equilibrium constants for the first hydrolysis
constant (the blue line) to be log K = 3.5 ±0.8 for reaction 2.3. Data from Figure 2.6 can
be used with equation 2.5 to solve for the log K of the reaction. Picking a data point (e.g.,
red circle, Figure 2.6) and inserting the activity of UOH and pH into equation 2.5,
-2.3 = log K-(3*2.2)

,

(2.6)

yields a log K of 4.3, which is within the error of Rai's equilibrium constant (3.5 ± 0.8).
By manipulating the mass law equations for solubility experiments in this study the
equilibrium constants for U(IV)02(S)-ligand dissolution reactions can be determined in
this manner.

Inconsistency of Keq values in the literature
Although the solubility of depleted uranium has been investigated extensively,
there is a great deal of scatter in the data reported in the literature (Neck and Kim 2001).
More than four decades of past studies focusing on spent nuclear fuel disposal have
aimed to quantify the solubility of U02(S) dissolution, but significant gaps in the
quantitative understanding of U02(S) reactivity remain (Neck and Kim 2001). Reported
equilibrium constants for U02(S) hydrolysis vary by approximately 8 orders of magnitude.
There are several complicating factors that may account for the enormous discrepancies
among the reported values:
(1) Neck and Kim (2001) suggest that a major contributor to the observed scatter in
solubility data for U02(S) is that the constants do not refer to a unique material, but
rather to a range of poorly defined solids with different thermodynamic stabilities.
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The starting material for U02(S) solubility experiments are often inadequately
described and reported simply as either crystalline samples of a given
stoichiometry or as "amorphous" materials (Fuger 1993). However, a crystalline
mineral containing just 1% of an amorphous impurity phase, may yield
tremendously skewed Ksp values, due to the extreme difference in solubilities of
the crystalline and amorphous U02(S) phases. In addition to the complexities of
properly identifying the starting material, difficulties also exist in ascertaining that
no structural transformation or secondary phase precipitation occurs during
solubility experiments, which are sometimes quite lengthy (Fuger 1993). For
experiments in which saturation is approached from under saturation, as in this
study, the Gibbs free energy of the reaction is dependent on the degree of
crystallinity of the starting solid-phase of the mineral. In order to obtain
meaningful equilibrium constants the initial U02(S) mineral phase must be well
defined.
(2) In addition to the problems of obtaining well characterized solids, uraninite may
also have partially, or even entirely, oxidized surface layers containing a mixture
of U(IV) and U(VI) (Rai 1990, Shoesmith 2000). Neck and Kim (2001) state that
crystalline U02(S) can be entirely coated by amorphous hydroxide layers. These
oxidized surface phases are highly soluble relative to the reduced crystalline
phase, thus, the presence of even a small amount of amorphous material at the
surface or a partially oxidized surface layer U will greatly skew solubility results.
(3) Because of the high solubility of oxidized surface layers, the redox conditions in
the U02(S) solubility experiments must be strictly controlled. The lack of suitable
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techniques and reducing agents to effectively sustain U(IV) over a wide range of
pH values and temperatures is a major issue in measuring U(IV) solubility (Rai
1990). Redox reactions due to oxidizing agents, such as 0 2 , interacting with
surface U or aqueous U will greatly raise U activity in solution (Fuger 1993).
Because U(IV) is readily oxidized to U(VI), reducing conditions must be carefully
maintained. O2 is a strong and rapid oxidant for U(IV) and Rai (1990) states that
keeping redox potentials low is absolutely critical for maintaining uranium in the
tetravalent state. If U(IV) in the mineral lattice is even partially oxidized to the
more soluble U(VI) species, the activity of U in solution will be greatly elevated
and not reflective of U(IV) solubility.
(4) The low activity of U(IV) at equilibrium is also a complicating factor. Because
the solubilities of tetravalent uranium oxides are low, it can be difficult to
accurately detect low levels of uranium in solution in order to adequately
constrain mineral solubility constants (Neck and Kim 2001).
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CHAPTER III

U0 2(s) DISSOLUTION METHODS
Materials
All chemicals used in the study were reagent grade and included U02(S) purchased
from International Bio-Analytical Industries, EuCl2(S) purchased from Strem Chemicals,
NaHC03 purchased from Acros Organics, NaOH pellets purchased from Acros, NaCl
purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals, nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and citric acid
trisodium salt dihydrate purchased from Sigma, HCl and electrophoresis grade ethylene
diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) disodium salt purchased from Fisher Scientific. Water
for all experiments was purified with a Barnstead E-pure (Model D4641) water system to
>18.2 mX>cm.
All experiments involving UO2 were carried out inside a Coy (®) type B glove box
anaerobic chamber, which was filled with a gas mixture of 95% N2 and 5% H2. Oxygen
concentrations in the anaerobic chamber were monitored using an internal oxygen sensor
and maintained below a working level of 10 ppm using catalytic desiccant packs
combined with recirculating fans inside the chamber. For some experiments pH was
controlled using an automated digital titration apparatus (Mettler-Toledo ® DL-58),
which was maintained within the anaerobic chamber. Dissolved concentrations of U were
measured in experimental samples using a Perkin Elmer, Optima 2100 DV inductivelycoupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) and a Therme Finnigan
Element 2 High-Resolution Double Focusing Magnetic Sector inductively-coupled
plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). UO2 crystallinity was determined by a Scintag, XI
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diffractometer with powder diffraction done on zero background quartz slides with Cu
radiation. A Sentro Tech STT-1700-2.5-12 High Temperature Tube Furnace was used to
ensure all UfVI) was driven off UO2.

Preparation of U02(S> for solubility experiments
Because the goal of this study is to determine the solubility product (Ksp) of U(IV)
and not U(VI) oxide, it is essential to remove all U(VI) from the mineral surface. UfVI)
has a much higher Ksp when compared to U(IV) (Burns 2000), therefore, moderate to
highly-soluble U(VI) alteration products on the mineral surface are preferentially
dissolved, resulting in higher Ksp values. To ensure removal of surface U(VI), several
methods were employed.
To maintain strictly anoxic and reducing conditions throughout experimental
procedures all aqueous solutions were sparged with internal air within the anaerobic
chamber for at least 24 h prior to use. Sparging solutions within the anaerobic chamber
displaces dissolved atmospheric gases such as 0 2 and CO2, replacing these with N2 and
H2. Exsolved O2 is actively removed within the chamber, as described above, while
exsolved CO2 is eliminated using a dry reservoir of periodically refreshed NaOH within
the chamber.
Fine-grained synthetic UO2 was used for all solubility experiments. Prior to using
UO2 it was necessary to remove any UfVI) oxide or hydroxide alteration products on
grain surfaces that may have developed by exposure of the fresh U02(S) to air. To remove
unwanted U(VI) from particulate surfaces, solids were exposed to a solution of 0.5 M
NaHC03 to extract soluble U(VI) as uranyl carbonate complexes in solution. Clark et al.
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(1995) states that uranyl carbonate complexes in solution are quite stable and are
probably the most important dissolved complexes responsible for U(VI) migration in
oxidizing environments. The strong affinity for U(VI) to form stable aqueous carbonate
species preferentially removes U(VI) from the mineral surface. To perform the U(VI)carbonate extraction 1 gram of raw U02(s> was introduced into 50 mL of a degassed 0.5
M NaHC03 solution. All steps involved in this procedure took place within the anaerobic
chamber. The bicarbonate solution was allowed to equilibrate with UO2 for 24 hours on a
Barnstead Labquake shaker. This extraction technique was repeated two more times, for a
total of three extractions. Every 24 hours the supernatant was removed and replaced with
another 50 mL of fresh 0.5 NaHC03 solution. The supernatant from the first 24 hours had
a conspicuous lemon yellow tint indicating that U(VI) dissolution had occurred. The
following two supernatants removed were clear in color indicating that the major fraction
of U(VI) was removed in the first NaHC03 wash. Supernatant solutions from the
NaHC03 wash were analyzed to determine the total U(VI) removed via ICP-OES. Once
the bicarbonate wash was complete, treated UO2 was then rinsed three consecutive times
with 50 mL of sparged DDI water inside the anaerobic chamber, prior to being used in
solubility experiments.

Treatment of U02(S) with HCl
An acid wash was performed to ensure removal of any U(VI) left from the
bicarbonate extraction and to remove anomalously reactive surface areas because
moderate to highly-soluble U(VI) alteration products on the mineral surface are
preferentially dissolved. The U02(S), particulates were exposed to 50 mL of a 0.1 M HCl
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acid solution to complex U(VI) and remove it from the mineral surface. Solutions were
agitated on a Labquake platform for 24 hours. The supernatant was removed and the UO2
was then rinsed three times with degassed DDI water. Finally, the UO2 was dried within
the anaerobic chamber for two days by leaving the 50 mL tube open and securing a
kimwipe around the top to keep matter out of the tube, but still allow the particles to air
dry.

High temperature heating of U02(S)
To ensure that no U(VI) remained at the mineral surface, a fraction of the treated
particulates were heated inside a Sentro Tech STT-1700-2.5-12 High Temperature Tube
Furnace with MoSi2 heating elements. UO2 is pyrophoric and can spontaneously ignite in
air, consequently, the furnace is kept devoid of oxygen and contains 4% H2 gas. UO2 was
heated to 1600 °C so that any oxidized material at the mineral surface would be driven
off, leaving a surface with only reduced UO2. Because a highly reducing atmosphere is
used during the heating process, no oxidization will occur in the furnace.

U02(S) solubility experiments under pH-stated conditions
This study examined the dissolution of UO2 when exposed to citric acid, NTA or
EDTA using solubility experiments conducted from pH of 5 to ~11. pH was controlled
using a Mettler-Toledo digital titration instrument to obtain and maintain an assigned pH.
If the solution pH drifted from the assigned point, the titrator would deliver a small
volume dose of titrant stock solution (0.01 M NaOH or 0.01 M HCl) to counter the pH
drift. Standard solutions of the acid and base were prepared from a 37% HCl solution and
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97% NaOH pellets in the anaerobic chamber. All experiments were conducted with an
0.01 M NaCl background solution within the anoxic chamber with an atmosphere of 95%
N2 and 5% H2.
To begin each experiment, 50 mL of sparged solution containing 0.01 M NaCl
and 2.6T0"3 M Eu(II)Ci2 was added to a titration cup that contained 0.1 g of the treated
UO2. NaCl was used as a background electrolyte and Eu(II)Cl2 was added to help
maintain a low redox potential in solution (Rai 1990). The solution was stirred and titrant
was added to obtain the assigned pH. Experiments were conducted for a pH range of 5 to
12. After the pH remained stable for -7-10 minutes, the desired ligand was added for
experiments investigating the effects of NTA, EDTA or citric acid on uraninite solubility.
Initial solubility experiments in the absence of organic acid were monitored for 32
hours to confirm that equilibrium had been achieved. During the first seven hours, a 1 mL
sample was removed every hour, after which a 1 mL sample was removed at 24 hours
and 32 hours. Samples were filtered through a 0.2 um Whatman Schleicher & Schuell
syringe filter into clean 15 mL Fisherbrand® centrifuge tubes with 5% HCl for
subsequent analysis of total dissolved U by ICP-OES. 5% HCl is used to prevent
adsorption of uranium onto the tube wall.

Organic acids used in solubility experiments - citric acid, NTA and EDTA
A I M stock solution of each ligand was prepared in the glovebox and then
sparged in the anaerobic chamber. Stock solutions were diluted to the desired
concentrations (100, 200 and 500 mM organic acid) as needed for a given experiment.
After addition to the U02(S) each solution was allowed at least two hours for pH
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equilibration, after which, the pH was recorded and the suspension allowed to equilibrate
for three days. At the conclusion of this period, the pH was again recorded and 10 mL of
the supernatant was removed for analysis as described above for the experiments without
added organic acid.

Solubility experiments conducted under ambient atmosphere
Solubility experiments were also conducted under ambient atmosphere to allow
oxidation to occur. Data from these experiments provide a comparison of the solubility of
UO2 in an oxidizing environment to that in the reduced chamber atmosphere. The same
methods as above were employed except that Eu(II)Cl2 was not added to the solutions.
Batch experiments were covered with parafilm with a hole to allow for gas exchange and
placed on a Lab-Line, model number 4626, oscillating platform and rotated at 200 rpm
for three days.
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CHAPTER IV

U02(S) DISSOLUTION RESULTS

XRD analysis
Powder diffraction of the uraninite solid showed sharp peaks indicating crystalline
phase U02(S). Peaks correlate well to results from Rai 2003 and expected peaks for
crystalline phase U02(S). Results confmn that the solid is crystalline and not amorphous.
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Figure 4.1. (A) XRD analysis of U02(S) from this study compared to (B) XRD analysis of
U02(S) (Rai et al, 2003).
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X-Ray powder diffraction of the kaolinite solid was comparable to baseline XRD
studies for KGal-b performed by the Clay Minerals Society (Chipera and Bish 2001).
Peaks correlated to those established for kaolinite, including a high intensity peak that is
caused by a known anatase impurity (Figure 4.2). This confirms the presence of Ti02
sites that are included in the nonelectrostatic surface complexation model (see Chapter 8).
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Figure 4.2. XRD analysis of kaolinite (KGal-b) used in this study.

Removing U(VI) from uraninite surface
U02(S) particulates used in this study were exposed to atmospheric oxygen. Under
atmospheric conditions a thin layer of U(VI) will develop on the mineral surface. In order
to remove this oxidized coating, a 0.5 M NaHC03 wash was performed, as discussed in
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the Materials and Methods section (Chapter 3). U02(S) was exposed to a 0.5 M NaHC03
solution for 24 hours, after which the solution was refreshed and the wash repeated a total
of three times.
Samples were taken hourly for the first eight hours and then every eight hours to
confirm equilibrium (Figures 4.3). The first wash shows an initial U(VI) concentration of
- 20 ppm and after 5 hours the concentration of U(VI) in solution plateaus to -12 ppm
for the remaining 20 hours of the wash. Samples taken from the second wash show a
great decrease in U(VI) complexed from the solid surface: U(VI) recovered is < 0.25 ppm
and remains at this low concentration for the 24 hour period. The first hour sample of the
third wash also contained

< 0.25 ppm U(VI), with U below the detection limit in

subsequent samples. Thus, after the third wash it was assumed that all possible U(VI) that
could be removed by NaHC03 complexation had been achieved.
To further ensure removal of any remaining U(VI) that might be below ICP-OES
detection limits, a 0.1 M HCl wash was next performed. Washing with HCl is assumed to
preferentially solubilize the more soluble U(VI), allowing for complete removal of UfVI)
from the solid surface.

Approximately 7 hours into the first wash dissolved U

concentrations reach -600 ppm (Figure 4.4) This high level of U is likely reflective of
steps or kinks on the mineral surface that are reactive and easily dissolved. The second
and third wash result in similar concentrations of -10 ppm dissolved U, leading to the
conclusion that highly reactive surfaces as well as any remaining U(VI) is removed in the
first wash. Uranium concentrations in the second and third wash are thought to be
reflective of U(IV) solubility in the presence of HCl.
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Kinetics experiments
A kinetic experiment was carried out to determine the equilibration period for the
hydrolysis of U02(s)- Inside the glovebox, the solid was exposed to 50 mL deionized
water in the presence of 0.01 M NaCl for 32 hours. Results show that after an initial peak
in the first 3 hours, within 5 hours the concentration of dissolved U declines and then for
some samples peaks again (Figure 4.5). To ensure equilibrium was investigated in the
solubility experiments, the equilibration period was lengthened to three days.
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Figure 4.5. Hydrolysis of U02(S) in the presence of 0.01 M NaCl at various pH, inside
glovebox, STP.
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U02(S) hydrolysis experiments
After treating U02(S) to remove U(VI), hydrolysis experiments were performed at
room temperature with 0.01 M NaCl used as a background electrolyte over a pH range of
5 to - 1 1 . For experiments conducted in the glovebox, 2.6T0" M Eu(II)Ci2 was added to
control redox potential in the solution. The U02(S) hydrolysis experiment shows that the
log activity of U in solution is - - 6 over the pH range investigated, and no pH
dependence is observed (Figure 4.56).
To compare solubility of the solid under oxidizing conditions, an identical
experiment was also performed outside of the glovebox in ambient atmosphere.
Experiments carried out under oxidizing conditions produce a two orders of magnitude
increase in U02(S) solubility (Figure 4.6). As for the hydrolysis experiment completed
under reducing conditions, little or no pH dependence is observed.

Solubility of U02(S) with addition of citrate, NTA or EDTA under reducing
conditions
The solubility of U02(S) was examined in 0.01 M NaCl with 2.6-10'3 M Eu(II)Cl2,
in the presence of 100, 250 and 500 mM citrate in an N2/H2-filled glovebox (Figure 4.7).
There is no difference in U02(S) solubility, within the uncertainty of the experiments,
compared to results obtained in the absence of citrate. As for data measured in the
absence of organic acids, there is little or no pH dependence, and no discernible
dependence on the concentration of organic acid added. The addition of 100, 250 and 500
mM NTA does slightly enhancement U02(S) solubility, by - half an order of magnitude
(Figure 4.8). However, as was the case for citric acid, there does not appear to
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Figure 4.6. Hydrolysis of U02(S) under reducing (blue) and oxidizing (red) conditions, in
0.01 M NaCl with 2.6T0"3 M Eu(II)Cl2 to control redox potential under reducing
conditions.

be any discernable dependence on the added ligand concentration or the pH. In contrast,
the addition of 100 or 250 mM EDTA does cause an increase in U02(S) solubility. There
is more than an order of magnitude increase in U02(S) solubility observed with the
addition of 100 mM EDTA (Figure 4.9). However, addition of more EDTA (250 mM)
actually results in less solubilization of the U. This suggests either a significant error in
the experimental data (possible oxidation), or an indication that high concentrations of
EDTA might actually stabilize the U02(S), reducing its solubility.
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2.6T0"3 M Eu(II)Ci2 at STP and in the presence of varying concentrations of EDTA.

Solubility of U02(S) with addition of citrate, NTA or EDTA under ambient
atmosphere
It was not possible to confirm the oxidation state of U for experiments conducted
with organic acids inside the glovebox. With the extensive methods applied to remove
UfVI) from the surface, and by adding a reducing agent to the solution, U at the solid
surface is expected to be entirely in the tetravalent state. However, to provide further
constraints on experiments performed in the glovebox, identical experiments were
conducted outside of the glovebox under ambient atmosphere. These experiments provide
a comparison with U02(S) solubility when U(VI) is expected to exist at the surface and to
allow for a better interpretation of results from the reducing tests.
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Solubility experiments investigating the effect of U(VI) on U-citric complexation
under ambient atmosphere show a pronounced pattern of citrate concentration
dependence (Figure 4.10). Increasing the citrate concentration results in a corresponding
increase in U activity in solution. The highest concentration of citrate added, 500 mM,
produces distinctly elevated U concentrations compared to experiments with lower
concentrations of citrate added. In contrast, no dependence on citrate concentration was
observed for experiments conducted in the glovebox under reducing conditions. It should
also be noted that the data obtained under reducing conditions in the glovebox clusters
around the data obtained under ambient atmosphere, suggesting that the results obtained
in the glovebox reflect U02(S) tainted with U(VI), as will be further discussed in Chapter
5.
Experiments investigating the dissolution of UO2 in the presence of NTA under
oxidizing conditions show a ligand concentration dependence similar to that observed for
citrate (Figure 4.11). The addition of 100 mM NTA produces the lowest solubilization
effect and also plots within the range of data obtained in the reducing atmosphere of the
anaerobic glovebox. Increasing NTA concentrations to 250 or 500 mM causes an
enhancement in UO2 dissolution relative to that obtained under reducing conditions or in
the absence of organic acids under ambient atmospheric conditions. Less scatter is seen
for the data from the experiments conducted under oxidized conditions for the individual
ligand strengths, and a clear concentration dependence is also evident. The activity of U
in solution obtained in glovebox experiments plots at the lower limit of the oxidized data,
suggesting that UfVI) contamination is present for experiments inside the glovebox.
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Experiments investigating the effect of EDTA on U02(S) dissolution under
oxidizing conditions do not show the same concentration trends as observed for citrate
and NTA experiments. Citrate and NTA solubility studies showed an increase in U
activity with increasing organic ligand concentrations. However, for experiments in
ambient atmosphere with EDTA, no dependence of solubility on the ligand concentration
is observed (Figure 4.12). Furthermore, the data for atmospheric experiments plots
between the data obtained under reducing conditions, again implying that these
experimental results may reflect the presence of U(VI) in the U02(S)
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CHAPTER V

U02(S) DISSOLUTION DISCUSSION

UO2 solubility in the absence of ligands
The solubility of U02(S) in the absence of organic ligands has been previously
studied by several authors (Fuger 1993; Rai 1990, 2003; Neck and Kim 2001). However,
particularly above a pH of 4, these investigators fail to obtain similar results. Studies
attempting to define U(IV)02(S) solubility constants have been performed by different
authors, in different media, at different ionic strengths, at varying temperatures, from
starting conditions of oversaturation and undersaturation, with different starting solid
phases, and have been interpreted with different sets of species. This great diversity of
experimental systems and conditions undoubtedly accounts for the tremendous disparity
among reported Ksp values.
Maintenance of strictly reducing conditions during U02(S) solubility experiments
is likely a problem in many of the reported data. Rai (1990) conducted solubility
experiments using Fe and Eu2+ to effectively eliminate O2. The study was completed at
room temperature, 1 bar, and a pH range of 2 to 12 and with solubility approached from
the point of oversaturation and undersaturation. The starting solid was determined to be
amorphous. Rai's (1990) work placed a much lower limit on U solubility compared to
94-

earlier studies. Whereas Rai (1990) used Fe and Eu to control redox potentials, Bruno et
al. (1987) used H2 gas as the reductant and Pd as the catalyst. Results from Bruno et al.
(1987) returned U activities that were four orders of magnitude above Rai's (1990)
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findings. Bruno et al. (1987), in a very early attempt to elucidate U(IV) solubility,
conducted their experiments in the presence of high O2 fugacities, between 10"07 and 10"
5

. Gayer and Leider (1957) obtained solubility results similar to Bruno et al. (1987), log U

activities of — 4 . The lower solubilities reported by Rai (1990) are in agreement with
trends predicted from the solubility of other tetravalent actinides, suggesting that they
most closely reflect the solubility of pure U(IV)02. However, Rai (1990) concluded that
the disparity between the reported data could be attributed not only to ineffective controls
on redox potential, but also to inadequate techniques for separating solids from solutions,
and difficulties presented with the analytical detection of low U concentrations.
Rai (1990) used the solubility data obtained under strictly reducing conditions to
constrain the first and fourth order hydrolysis reactions. The first order hydrolysis is
represented by the reaction,

U02«xH20(am) + 3H+ o UOH3+ + (x+l)H 2 0

(4.1)

with a reported log K at zero ionic strength of 3.5 ± 0.8 (Figure 5.1). The fourth order
hydrolysis was determined by Rai (1990) according to,

U02»xH20(am) o U(OH)4° + (x-2)H20

(4.2)

and has a log K of-8 (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of aqueous U concentrations in equilibrium with U02#xH20(am)
with previous literature (after Rai 1990). Rai used Fe and Eu2+ to eliminate O2, and
conducted experiments at room temperature and 1 bar (STP).

In 2001 Neck and Kim presented a critical review of U(IV)0 2 solubility that
confirmed the conclusions of Rai (1990). They demonstrated that under strictly reducing
conditions, log U activities should be approximately -8 for the fourth order hydrolysis
reaction (Figure 5.2). Neck and Kim (2001) do not claim absolute control on oxidation
occurs in the reviewed studies, but they argue that these tests have better controls on
redox when compared to the studies of Bruno (1987) and Gayer and Leider (1957), which
produced much higher solubilities. However, results from the investigations conducted
under more strictly controlled redox still exhibited a distribution of solubility data that
varied over several orders of magnitude. Neck and Kim (2001) suggest two possible
causes for this scatter in the literature values: (1) a small and variable level of oxidation
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occurred and/or (2) significant variations in the solid phase used in the different
experiments.
This highlights another important complication to consider when investigating
U02(S) solubility, the exact composition of the solid phase. Rai (1990) used amorphous
U02(S), whereas the solid in this study was determined by XRD to be crystalline. Neck
and Kim (2001) compile data with distinct solid phases (Figure 5.2): amorphous UO2
(Rai et al, 1990, 1997; Ryan and Rai 1983) and crystalline U0 2 (Yajima et al., 1995).
Yajimia et al. (1995) approached equilibrium from the point of undersaturation and
allowed a longer period of equilibration compared to other workers from the review. The
longer equilibration time lead to an increase in crystallinity, resulting in lower solubilities
than those observed in other studies (e.g., Rai et al, 1990; 1997; Ryan and Rai 1983).
This comparison demonstrates the problematic inconsistencies among reported U(IV)
solubility experiments. In addition, although Yajima et al. (1995) claim that the U activity
in solution is in agreement with predicted U02(S) solubility values, Neck and Kim (2001)
take issue with this, stating that the crystalline solid used by Yajima et al. (1995) should
result in log U activities several orders of magnitude lower than the reported values of-8.
This assertion is based on the fact that the solubility products for all tetravalent crystalline
actinides are known to differ by approximately eight orders of magnitude when compared
to amorphous U0 2(s) (Rai 1990; Neck and Kim 2001).
Neck and Kim (2001) call further attention to the disagreement between literature
results for crystalline UO2 and calculated predictions for tetravalent actinides using work
from Parks and Pohl (1985). Parks and Pohl (1985) dissolved U02(cr) at 100, 200 and
300°C and 1 bar in chloride solutions with I < 0.1 M and above pH 4, found log U
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activities that ranged from log -9 to -10. Neck and Kim (2001) state that these values are
higher than would be expected for crystalline tetravalent actinides, and furthermore, that
at pH > 2 the reported U activity is more consistent with solubility of amorphous solids.
Neck and Kim (2001) thus conclude that the solubility data of Parks and Pohl (1985),
especially in the near neutral pH range do not reflect crystalline UO2 dissolution, but
instead are representative of dissolution of an amorphous surface layer. These studies
highlight that oxidation of U(IV) in UO2 is one pathway to enhanced solubilities, and a
second possibility is the presence of an amorphous or partially amorphous solid phase.

U02(S) hydrolysis in this study
Solubility experiments conducted outside of the chamber in this work resulted in a
log U activity of ~ -4, suggesting that the solubility is influenced by the presence of
U(VI) (Figure 4.6). These results are in agreement with expected values for ambient
atmospheric conditions and conform well to work from Bruno (1987) and Gayer and
Leider (1957; Figure 5.1). In contrast, experiments investigating the hydrolysis of U02(S)
under anaerobic conditions in the glovebox suggest that oxidation of U(IV) to U(VI) was
not fully suppressed.
This is true in spite of the fact that several methods were used to eliminate U(VI)
from the solid surface and control redox potentials in this study. The solid was washed
with NaHC03, HCl and burned at high temperature to remove UfVI) from the surface.
Results from the NaHC03 wash (Figure 4.3) and HCl wash (Figure 4.4) suggest that all
labile U(VI) was removed from the surface. Deionized water used for solutions were
sparged in the glovebox and Eu2+ was added to the experiments, as done by Rai (1990).
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Nonetheless, the results suggest that even these extensive methods applied to the solid
and solution did not entirely eliminate UfVI). Uranium activities for trials conducted
under reduced conditions (Figure 4.5) remain several orders of magnitude above expected
values from the work discussed above (Figures 5.1 - 5.3). Past work shows U(IV)02
solubility values spanning orders of magnitude, from log U of -7 to -10 (Rai 1990 and
1997; Yajima et al., 1995; Figures 5.1-5.3). These observations lead to the conclusion
that the hydrolysis experiment in this study was contaminated with UfVI) because log U
activities recovered from the hydrolysis were ~ -6. Furthermore, XRD demonstrates that
the solid phase used in this experiment was crystalline, and the HCl and burn procedures
would be expected remove any thin amorphous layers from the surface. With such
thorough preparation methods, it is unlikely that the presence of an amorphous solid
phase is responsible for high solubilities. Finally, solubility of the solid used in this study
is well above that reported previously for U02(am), which has an upper limit on log
dissolved U of — 7 . Therefore, contamination of the solid phase by U(VI) is almost
certainly responsible for the elevated U activities observed relative to expectations under
reducing conditions.

U(IV)02(S) solubility promoted by ligands
Little work has been done to quantify the complexation of U(IV)02(S) with organic
acids (Hummel 2007, Pasilis and Pemberton 2003, Borkowski et al.,1996). Much of this
work concerns the resulting aqueous U(IV)-ligand speciation and structure of U(IV)ligand complexes in solution (Pasilis and Pemberton 2003, Bonin et al, 2009) and does
not report the activity of U(IV) dissolved in solution. Due to the dearth of research
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investigating the effects of organic acids on U(IV)02(S) dissolution it is necessary to use
Th(IV)02(S) as a proxy. To provide better constraints on U(IV)02(S) ligand-promoted
solubility, prior work done with Th(IV)02 can be used to assess expected U(IV)02(S)
solubilities.
Thorium is an actinide, number 90 on the periodic table and is an element that is
stable in the tetravalent state (Rai et al. 1997). This means that solubility experiments
involving Th(IV) are not effected by oxidation with O2, unlike those with U(IV)-bearing
solids. Furthermore, because Th(IV) oxides can be expected to exhibit similar Ksp
constants to U(IV) oxides they are excellent candidates to help place constraints on U(IV)
solubility behavior. For example, the similarities in solubility between tetravalent actinide
oxides have been demonstrated by Fuger (1993). A linear relationship links the log K of
the solubility constant to the inverse square of the M4+ ionic radii (Figure 5.3). The work
shows that although solubility varies over several orders of magnitude, there is a
predictable trend between the two solids. Solubility work involving TI1O2 is used in this
study to provide a broad comparison for U(VI)02(S) complexation by ligands. Although
solubility values between the two solids may not be the same, some of the general
solubility behavior may be expected i.e. pH dependence, and enhancement or
diminishment of solubility resulting from complexation.
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To compare Th02(S) solubility against results in this study, it is necessary to first
define the activity of Th(IV) for the fourth order hydrolysis. Work by Neck and Kim
(2003) shows experimental and calculated hydrolysis data for crystalline and amorphous
phase Th02(cr) at I = 0.5 M NaCl, STP. Above a pH of 4 the data plots between a log
Th(IV) of-7 to -9. Although there is an order of magnitude elevation in Th(IV) activity
compared to experiments with U(IV), the trends are similar to the hydrolysis results
observed for U(IV)0 2 . This comparison demonstrates that Th(IV) can be used as an
approximate substitute for U(IV).
Work by Felmy et al. (2006) and Xia et al. (2003) investigating the dissolution of
Th02(am) in the presence of ligands (citrate or EDTA) can be expected to provide a
meaningful comparison to the U0 2 ( s ) solubility experiments carried out in this study.
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Their TI1O2 solubility studies were conducted under Ar atmosphere, approached from the
point of undersaturation (0.1 g Th02(am)), using 0.01 -0.1 M ligand and varying ionic
strengths (0.5 - 6.0 M NaN0 3 ). The results show that for Th02(am), the addition of citrate
and EDTA increased dissolution of the solid when compared to systems without organic
acids (Figure 5.4(A)). For both ligands, Th(IV) activities were elevated six orders of
magnitude, from approximately log Th(IV) of -8 to log Th(IV) of -2. For the Th02(S)
hydrolysis no pH dependence was observed between pH 4 and 8. In contrast, the addition
of citrate or EDTA caused a strong correlation between pH and dissolution at pH > 8.
Citrate produced greater dissolution of Th02(am) when compared to EDTA. The
slope for the EDTA data under basic conditions was -1, whereas citrate was -3. Xia et al.
(2003) attribute the shallow slope and low pH dependence of the EDTA system to the
aqueous speciation; only one aqueous Th-EDTA complex dominates at all pH values
(ThEDTAaq). In contrast, citrate was determined to form aqueous complexes that
hydrolyze (Th(OH)3(Cit)38", Th(OH)3(Cit)25") , resulting in a correlation of solubility
enhancement with the change in OH" concentrations at high pH.
The effect of varying citrate and EDTA concentrations (1T0"5 to ITO"2 M) on
0.01 g Th02(am)has also been explored. It was found that small additions of either citrate
or EDTA (ITO"5 M) do not result in enhanced solubility, presumably due to sorption of
the ligand to the solid. For the citrate investigations, Felmy et al., (2006) theorized that
only complexes with multiple citrates formed on the Th02(S) surface, and that Th02(S),
dissolution depends strongly on specific metal/ligand ratios. Essentially, to solubilize
Th02(S) there must be a high concentration of citrate in solution relative to potential
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aqueous Th(IV). Similar observations were made by Xia et al. (2003), although they
offered no explanation to explain the phenomenon. It is possible that a similar
concentration-dependent relationship exists between Th and EDTA, and again an excess
of ligand is needed to solubilize Th02(S>
Similar work conducted in this study yielded very different results compared to
those reported by Felmy et al. (2006) and Xia et al. (2003). Under reducing conditions,
enhanced dissolution by citrate and NTA was not observed compared to the U02(cr)
hydrolysis in the absence of ligands (Figure 4.7 and 4.8). However, a two-order
magnitude enhancement was seen for EDTA (Figure 4.6). In further contrast to Felmy et
al. (2006), under reducing conditions, UO20) dissolution in the presence of citrate or NTA
does not show a pH or ligand concentration dependence. Felmy et al. (2006) investigated
a citrate concentration that ranged over several orders of magnitude, and found a strong
dependence of solubility on the concentration of the ligand used. Because a smaller range
of citrate and NTA was explored in this study, 100 - 500 mM, it may not be surprising
that the ligand concentration dependence is not observed. However, the lack of pH
dependence was also observed for experiments conducted under oxidizing conditions,
pointing to possible interference by U(VI).
Experiments comparing the effect of ligands on U02(S) dissolution under oxidizing
versus reducing conditions resulted in fairly similar dissolved U activities (Figure 4.10 4.12), which were also similar to those for experiments completed in the absence of
organic acids. It is very likely the UO20) in the organic acids experiments was tainted with
U(VI), just as was concluded for the organic acid free experiments. In contrast to
experiments conducted under anaerobic conditions, there is a small ligand concentration
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dependence under ambient atmosphere. However, in contrast to Th02(S) solubility
experiments conducted in the presence of citrate (Felmy et al., 2006) or EDTA (Xia et al.,
2003), there is little or no pH dependence for the U activities measured in this study. At
least two potential explanations for the similarities in observed dissolved U activities
under oxidizing and reducing conditions are: (1) the solid phase is contaminated by
U(VI) or/and (2) interference by Eu(II)Cl2 changes the U solubility in the reducing
experiments.
Contamination of experiments with U(VI) may best explain the observed
solubilities. However, a second consideration is the addition of Eu(II) to solutions in
experiments conducted under reducing conditions. Extensive measures were taken to
eliminate U(VI) from the solid surface. In solution, under STP conditions, up to 5.6TO"4
M 02(g) can be dissolved into solution. To ensure control of oxidation potentials in
solution 2.6T0"3 M Eu(II)Ci2 was added to suppress oxidation. It is possible that the high
concentration of reductant resulted in a competing cation for ligand complexation,
suppressing the dissolution of U.
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CHAPTER VI

U(VI) SORPTION BACKGROUND

The potential migration of uranium waste away from storage facilities and into the
biosphere necessitates a quantitative understanding of uranium speciation, precipitation,
dissolution, sorption, and redox reactions in near surface environments. As was discussed
in chapter 1, some major controls on the aqueous speciation of uranium in near surface
settings are oxidation-reduction potential, and hence the valence state of U. The first
portion of this work concerned U(IV)02(S) dissolution in the presence of organic acids, in
the second section, the focus now shifts to interactions of aqueous phase U(VI) with
mineral surfaces. Under oxidizing conditions, uranium exists as the hexavalent UfVI)
species (Murphy and Shock, 1999). To predict the migration of U(VI) through near
surface systems, it is necessary to consider retention mechanisms, such as the sorption of
aqueous UfVI) species by soil or sediment constituents, including clay minerals, oxides,
carbonates, and organic matter. Sorption of UfVI) is established to be an important
determinant of uranium bioavailability and mobility in the environment (Pabalan, 1988;
Grenthe, 1989; Waite, 2000). This work investigates UfVI) sorption behavior onto the
clay mineral kaolinite in the presence of organic acids.

The clay mineral kaolinite
Kaolinite, an aluminosilicate clay with a fairly simple chemistry (Al2Si20s(OH)4)
and structure (1:1 or "T:0"), is often used as a representative clay mineral in
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experimental studies. Kaolinite is considered a secondary mineral because it is frequently
formed by weathering or through hydrofhermal alteration of aluminosilicates, especially
feldspars Because it is a common product of rock weathering, it is found in many types
of soils (Klein and Hurlbut, 1993).
Kaolinite is composed of repeating sheets of silica (Si02) tetrahedral (f) layers
bonded to alumina (AI2O6) octahedral (o) layers. Individual t-o sheets are weakly held
together by van der Waal forces (Figure 6.1; Klein and Hurlbut, 1993). Kaolinite does not
experience interlayer swelling, because it does not contain an interlayer that can
accommodate water, such as is present in smectite clays that posses a permanent negative
charge. The alumina layer in kaolinite is similar to gibbsite, meaning that each aluminum
atom is coordinated to six hydroxides in an octahedral pattern. Charge requirements
result in one third of the Al cation sites being vacant. In this arrangement, one hydroxide
is surrounded by 2 Al atoms resulting in a dioctahedral designation.
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Figure 6.1. Kaolinite structure. Modified from Klein and Hurlbut (1993).
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Sorption at mineral surfaces
Thermodynamically-based surface complexation models (SCMs) can be used to
describe reaction stoichiometrics and stability constants for equilibrium adsorption
reactions (e.g. Stumm and Morgan, 1996). A double layer model (DLM) was used in this
study to describe sorption of U(VI) to kaolinite. To characterize UfVI) complexation to
the mineral surface, the DLM includes several assumptions, First, it is assumed that the
mineral surfaces can be represented as a flat plane of hydroxylated sites, and that
chemical reactions can be written to describe sorption at these sites. For example, the loss
of a proton at the surface of a mineral would be described by the reaction,

>SOH o >SO + H+

(1)

where >S represents a surface site. Second, it assumed that reactions at the surface are in
a state of local equilibrium and can be described through mass law equations. Using the
mass law equation, reaction 1 would be expressed as,

Kint = I>SQ- + H+l
[>SOH]

(2)

where the brackets [ ] indicate the activity of the species and Kmt is the intrinsic
thermodynamic equilibrium constant associated with the reaction. Finally it is assumed
that such chemical reactions taking place can result in an overall positive or negative
charge at the mineral surface. For example, equation 1 demonstrates that the
deprotonation of the >SOH site results in a negatively charged >SO" site. The mineral
surface exerts a variable electrical charge due to such reactions, and in response to this
charge a diffuse layer of counterions will swarm the solid surface to balance the charge.
The double layer model accounts for two layers of electric potential at the mineral surface
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(Figure 6.2). The first layer has a constant potential, and the second layer possesses a
potential that decays with distance from the surface.
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Figure 6.2. General form of the electric potential (tp) versus distance (x) from the surface
for the diffuse layer model.

By applying an electrostatic correction, such as the Coulombic correction factor (equation
3) the effect of surface charge on a measured equilibrium constant can be accounted for
(Dzombak and Morel, 1990). For the DLM, Gouy-Chapman theory is used to derive the
Coulombic correction factor:

exp((-zFt/<*))/Rr)

(3)

where z is the charge, F the Faraday constant, xp(x) the electric potential as a function of
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the distance x from the surface, R the universal gas constant, and T the temperature. By
applying equation 3 to account for effects of the electrostatic layer on surface
complexation, the measured, or apparent, equilibrium constant (Kapp) can corrected and
the intrinsic equilibrium constant can be extracted (Koretsky 2000), according to:

K mt = K a P P ( e x p ( ( _ z F ^ ) ) / R r ) )

(4)

Surface complexation modeling, in theory, provides a Kmt that is independent of pH,
concentration of the sorbate and solution composition (Koretsky 2000). The value only
depends on the identity of the solid and the sorbing solute (and for some models, on ionic
strength). The independence of chemical reactions and stability constants gained from the
two-layer model is argued to be one of the better methods used to assist in predicting
contaminant migration.
SCMs have been developed that are capable of correctly describing U(VI)
sorption onto many potential sorbents under various pH, background electrolyte,
carbonate concentrations, and sorbate/sorbent ratios (Pabalan and Turner, 1996; Waite et
al, 2000; e.g., Pickryl, 2001; Villalobos et al, 2001; Payne et al., 2004; Catalano and
Brown, 2005; Arda et al., 2006; Sachs and Bernhard, 2008; Sherman et al., 2008; Zhiwei
et al 2009; Gao et al., 2010). Such reactions are crucial for accurate prediction of the fate
and transport of UfVI) through soils and aquifers. Phyllosilicate minerals are an
important constituent of nearly all sediments and soils (Brady and Weil, 1999). At the
contaminated Hanford site, these have been shown to be the dominant solids responsible
for immobilizing UfVI) in the deeper vadose zone (Catalano et al., 2006).
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Brief review of U(VI) sorption onto kaolinite
Sorption of UfVI) on kaolinite has been demonstrated to be significant at
circumneutral pH, under a variety of sorbate/sorbent ratios and in the presence of
different background electrolytes (e.g., Payne et al., 2004; Arda et al., 2006; Sachs and
Bernhard, 2008; Gao et al, 2010). Several diffuse layer surface complexation models
(DLMs) have been developed that successfully describe sorption of UfVI) onto kaolinite
as a function of pH, sorbate/sorbent ratio, background electrolyte, and in the presence of
sulfate and phosphate (Payne et al, 2004; Arda et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2010). For
example, Payne et al. (2004) conducted UfVI) adsorption experiments from a pH of 3 to
11 with 0.01 M NaN0 3 as a background electrolyte. Uranium adsorption was described
using a nonelectrostatic model (NEM) with three surface species: >TiOU02+,
>A10U0 2 OH and >TiOU0 2 C0 3 ", where >A10H indicates an aluminol site and >TiOH
indicates a titanol site. The titanol sites are attributed to Ti02 impurities in the natural
clay specimens. In contrast, Arda et al. (2006) conducted batch sorption experiments
from a pH of 2 to 5.4 in the presence of 0.01 M NaC104. The data was successfully
parameterized using a DLM that described the UfVI) complexation to a variable charge
edge site, >SOU02+, and a permanent charge exchange site, X2UO2. A similar model was
developed by Gao et al. (2010) to describe U(VI) sorption onto kaolinite as a function of
pH (3 - 8) and sorbate/sorbent ratio and in the presence of 0.1 M NaCl. Gao et al. (2010)
developed a DLM with three uranium surface species: one sorbed on a permanent charge
or exchange site as X2UO2, and two sorbed on variable charge edge sites as >SOU02+
and>SO(U0 2 ) 3 (OH) 5 .
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Although several models have been developed to describe U(VI) sorption on
kaolinite and other clays (Chisholm-Brause et al., 2001, Prikryl et al., 1994; Davis et al.,
2004; Payne et al., 2004; Arda et al., 2006; Sherman et al, 2008; Gao et al., 2010) much
less is known regarding the influence of organic acids on U(VI) complexation on
kaolinite. It is well known that both naturally-occurring and synthetic ligands, such as
citrate, oxalate, fulvic acid, humic acid, EDTA, and NTA form strong aqueous U(VI)ligand complexes, which may significantly enhance UfVI) mobility (e.g., Wood, 1995;
Del Cul et al., 2000; Lenhart et al., 2000; Knepper, 2003). For example, phytoextraction
studies have shown that U(VI) can be effectively removed from contaminated soils via
the formation of strong aqueous U(VI)-citrate complexes (Choy et al., 2006). Chelating
agents such as NTA and EDTA, as well as complexing agents like citric acid, have been
identified in mixed waste assemblages at the U.S. Department of Energy Hanford Site
where they have been shown to increase tetravalent actinide mobility (Toste, 1995).
Although it is well established that many organic ligands may enhance U(VI)
mobility through the formation of aqueous U(VI)-ligand complexes, it is also possible
that UfVI) mobility may be diminished by organic acids via the formation of ternary
U(VI)-ligand-clay complexes. For example, Sachs and Bemhard (2008) found that the
presence of humic acid resulted in a significant enhancement of U(VI) sorption to
kaolinite at low pH due to ternary complex formation, whereas sorption was slightly
decreased at high pH by the formation of strong U(VI)-humic acid aqueous complexes.
Most of the literature regarding U(VI)-organic acid interactions has focused on the
formation of aqueous complexes; much less is known regarding the influence of organic
acids on U(VI) sorption to clays. These effects are likely to be dependant on pH, pC02
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and ionic strength conditions, and may be a significant control on uranium speciation in
many natural sediments and soils.
Citric acid, fulvic acid and EDTA are three potentially important complexing
ligands that may come into contact with actinide waste streams. In this study, the sorption
of U(VI) onto kaolinite (KGa-lb) is investigated as a function of pH, ionic strength,
PCO2, and UfVI) concentration. The influence of varying concentrations of citric acid,
fulvic acid and EDTA on UfVI) sorption onto kaolinite is also investigated, as well as
sorption of the ligands onto the kaolinite surface. The results are quantified using a
surface complexation model (NEM and DLM) approach.
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CHAPTER VII

UfVI) SORPTION METHODS

UfVI) sorption to container walls, syringes or syringe filters
To investigate potential precipitation of U-bearing solids or loss of U02 +2 by
sorption to container walls, syringes or syringe filters, new 50 mL polypropylene tubes
were prepared by first rinsing three times with DI water (>18 MQ). The tubes were then
immersed in 5% trace metal grade HN0 3 for 24 hours, rinsed three more times with DI
water, and then air dried for 24 hours prior to use. Each cleaned tube was filled with a
solution containing ITO"6, T10"5, or ITO"4 M U0 2 + 2 in 0.01 M NaN0 3 . These were
agitated with a stir bar while the pH of each tube was adjusted to span a range of 3 to 10,
at -0.5 pH intervals, using small additions (~10 uL) of 0.001 to 0.1 M trace metal grade
HN0 3 or NaOH. Once the desired pH was achieved, each tube was tightly capped and
equilibrated for 24 hrs on a rotator, after which the pH was remeasured and recorded.
Each tube was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min and a 10 mL aliquot of the
supernatant was withdrawn using new syringes, syringe-filtered through 0.45 urn nylon
filters, and prepared with 5% nitric acid and an internal standard (1 ppm Y) for analyses
of total U by ICP-OES with matrix matched calibration standards. U0 2 +2 missing from
•+•0

solution was calculated by the difference between the UO2 added and the concentration
measured in the supernatant solution.
Potential sorption of U0 2 +2 to the polypropylene tube wall was further
investigated by pouring out all remaining solution, and inverting the tube on a Kimwipe
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for ~2 min to assist in the removal of pendular moisture. The tube was then filled with 25
mL of a 0.5 M NaHC0 3 or 5% HN0 3 solution, tightly capped and rotated for 24 hours.
At the conclusion of the equilibration period, a 10 mL aliquot of the solution was
removed, acidified with 13% trace metal grade HN0 3 and an internal standard (1 ppm Y)
for analysis of total U by ICP-OES was added. U02 +2 sorbed onto the tube wall was
assumed to be equal to the amount of U recovered in the wash solution of each aliquot.

UfVT) sorption to kaolinite in the presence and absence of organic acids
UfVI) sorption to kaolinite was similarly measured using batch reactors. Natural
kaolinite (KGa-lb) was obtained from the Clay Minerals Society Source Clays. 0.1 g
kaolinite (2 g/L) was weighed into each batch reactor and then 50 mL of a solution
containing UfVI) (ITO"6 to ITO"4 M U) and background electrolyte (0.01 to 0.1 M
NaN0 3 ) was added. A control 50 mL batch was set up with each experiment by adding
the solution to a solid free tube and titrating to a pH of 3. Initially, several kinetics
experiments were run at pH 6.5; these established that UfVI) uptake was rapid and
reached a steady state within 2 hr. Reversibility of sorption was tested by dropping the
pH to 3; 95% recovery of U(VI) was achieved within 4 hr. Therefore, subsequent
sorption experiments were equilibrated for 24 hrs, which should be more than sufficient
for equilibrium to be established.
Initial solutions of electrolyte and U(VI) used for the sorption experiments were
typically preequilibrated for 30 min at pH ~6 under open atmosphere, then titrated and
tightly capped once the desired pH was attained and remained stable for several minutes.
Calculations completed using MINTEQ with an atmospheric concentration of 380 ppm
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CO2 yield an estimated 1.5T0"5 M total aqueous C03"2 in solution at pH 6. Above pH 7.5,
the concentration of aqueous C03"2 increases dramatically with increasing pH. However,
the short period of exposure time (-1-10 min) during the titrations, prior to capping the
vials, likely did not allow the dissolved carbonate levels to reach equilibrium in the
individual reactors. To test this notion, an experiment was also conducted by spiking a
volume of NaHC0 3 into each reactor prior to the titration calculated (using MINTEQ) to
be sufficient to insure that the carbonate system reaches equilibrium. The results (see
Chapter 8) suggest that carbonate exchange with the atmosphere does not reach
equilibrium prior to capping the reactors in the unspiked experiments, thus, it was
assumed in the modeling (see Chapter 8) that the total concentration of aqueous C03"2
remained at 1.5T0"5 M in these experiments.
The influence of pC02 on UfVI) adsorption to kaolinite was also investigated
using several additional experiments completed with 0 or 5% PCO2 atmospheric
conditions. These were conducted as described above, except that they were carried out
under a controlled atmosphere inside a Coy (®) type B glove box anaerobic chamber. For
experiments conducted under 0% pC02 a gas mixture of 95% N 2 and 5% H2 was
employed. Oxygen concentrations in the anaerobic chamber were monitored using an
internal oxygen sensor and maintained below a working level of <10 ppm using catalytic
desiccant packs combined with recirculating fans inside the chamber. CO2 was eliminated
by flushing the chamber thoroughly with the N2/H2 gas mix. A constantly stirred, open
beaker of 500 mL saturated Li OH was also used to trap any remaining CO2. Elevated
PCO2 experiments were carried out in a separate glovebox, and were achieved by titrating
C02(g) into the glovebox atmosphere and monitoring using a Bacharach C0 2 monitor
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Model 2800 until 5% pC0 2 conditions were achieved. The elevated (5%) pC02 batch
experiments were capped tightly immediately after titration, and thus likely did not fully
equilibrate with the chamber atmosphere at pH > ~6. Therefore, these data are modeled
assuming a constant concentration of 2.6T0"3 M total aqueous C03"2 (calculated from 5%
pC0 2 at pH 6 using MINTEQ).
Adsorption of U(VI) to kaolinite in the presence of fulvic acid (10 or 20 mg/L),
EDTA (ITO"4 to ITO"2 M) and citric acid (ITO"4 and ITO"2 M) was also investigated
using the methods described above. Fulvic acid (SRFAS1) was purchased from the
International Humic Substances Society collection. EDTA solutions were made from
NaEDTA solid (Fisher Scientific) and citric acid solutions were made from citrate
monohydrate (Mallinckrodt Chemicals). For these experiments the organic acid was
added to the solution of U(VI) and background electrolyte that was initially partitioned
among the individual 50 mL batch reactors. This solution of UfVI), background
electrolyte and organic acid was equilibrated under constant stirring for 30 minutes prior
to addition to the centrifuge tubes containing kaolinite. Several experiments were also
conducted with organic acids and kaolinite in the absence of U(VI), to assess their
adsorption onto kaolinite as a function of pH. For these experiments the concentration of
total organic carbon (TOC) in the supernatant was measured using a Shimadzu 5000
TOC.
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CHAPTER VIII

UfVI) SORPTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Control experiments
Glass, polycarbonate and polypropylene containers have all been observed to
cause significant loss of radionuclides from solution (e.g., Lee et al., 2001). However,
within the radionuclide sorption literature there is a great inconsistency of methods to
account for the possible loss of U(VI) due to sorption onto reaction vessels. Methods that
have been developed to correct for this artifact include: (1) using a single control or blank
experiment to account for potential loss (Zuyi et al., 1999), (2) performing no-solid
control experiments at a range of pH to account for potential loss as a function of pH and
then correcting for the measured loss, (Prikryl 1994; Sachs and Bernhard 2008), (3)
acknowledging the potential loss, but arguing that it is not possible to accurately quantify
the effect (Turner and Sassman, 1996), (4) not discussing the issue at all (Davis et al,
2004; Garcia-Gonzalez 2010; Nebelung and Brendler 2010, Payne et al., 2004; Waite et
al., 2000) and finally, (5) stating that the loss is insignificant (<5%), although typically
without providing details regarding the methods used to determine this, and can therefore
be ignored (Pathak and Choppin (2006); Gao et al., 2010). Given the evidence that
significant loss of U0 2 +2 may occur on container walls, syringes or syringe filters,
properly accounting for this is crucial if accurate thermodynamic constants are to be
derived from experimental data. Investigators who simply subtract UfVI) recovered from
a wall rinse of a container lacking solid may overestimate the influence of the container,
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because they fail to consider competitive sorption that will occur in the presence of a
sorbent. It is necessary to confirm that the polypropylene wall is in fact sorbing UfVI) in
the presence of the sorbent(s) under investigation. For example, when using
polycarbonate tubes to investigate Ni2+, Cs+ and Ln3+ sorption onto montmorillonite,
Tertre et al. (2005) reported a 20% loss of metal to no-solid control container walls. To
account for the competitive effects of the wall in the presence of clay, a 2% acid rinse
was applied at the termination of sorption experiments. Results from the rinse proved that
in the presence of montmorillonite a negligible concentration of metals was lost: <6%
compared to up to 20% in the absence of the clay.
In this study, possible loss of UfVI) via sorption to the polypropylene container
wall, syringes or syringe filters was first quantified using no-solid control experiments.
Results from the no-solid tests demonstrate a significant loss of UfVI) for all UfVI)
concentrations explored with the loss strongly dependent on pH and UfVI) concentration
(Figure 8.1). At circumneutral pH, experiments containing MO 5 and TIO^1 M UfVI)
show over 90% loss from solution; UfVI) sorption reaches 100% for ITO"6 M UfVI)
experiments. Less U(VI) is lost in all experiments at higher or lower pH values, although
for ITO"6 M UfVI) experiments between ~40 to 50% remains sorbed across the entire pH
range tested (3-10). Speciation calculations completed using MINTEQ predict that up to
40% of aqueous UfVI) will precipitate as schoepite in a narrow pH range of 7.4 to 8.6 for
experiments with 10~6 M UfVI) (Figure 8.1). Greater loss is calculated for ITO"5 and 1T0"
4

M UfVI) experiments, reaching up to 90 and 100% respectively, in the circumneutral

range. UfVI) loss from solution, particularly for the low concentration experiments was
considerably greater than this. To explore potential sorption to the container wall, the
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tubes were rinsed with 0.5 M NaHC0 3 or 5% HN0 3 after removal of the initial solution.
This should complex and remove any U(VI) bound onto the polypropylene container
walls. The wash solution typically released quantities of UfVI) equivalent to, or slightly
less than, those lost in the no-solid experiments, demonstrating that UfVI) loss is mainly
due to wall sorption. Lower recoveries, such as observed for ITO"5 M UfVI) experiment
at circumneutral pH (Figure 8.2), may be due to some loss of UfVI) as a fine precipitate
removed with the initial supernatant and subsequently captured on the syringe filters.
After confirming that a significant potential for both precipitation and wall sorption was
present for the experimental conditions used in the adsorption experiments, methods
described by Tertre et al. (2005) were applied to determine if significant U(VI) loss
would still occur in the presence of kaolinite. In the presence of kaolinite, negligible
(<5%) UfVI) was recovered after bicarbonate or nitric acid washing of the container
walls (Figure 8.3). It should also be noted that the extractions may overestimate UfVI)
loss, because any fine clay particulates remaining in the tube after removal of the initial
slurry would not be readily distinguished from UfVI) sorbed to the wall. The negligible
quantity of UfVI) extracted from the container walls at the conclusion of the kaolinite
sorption experiments allows the effect of the wall to be disregarded in the experimental
results described and modeled below.
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Figure 8.1. Loss of UfVI) from control experiments in 0.01 M NaN0 3 , under 1.52T0"5 M
pC0 2 and in the absence of kaolinite. Lines indicate calculated precipitation of UfVI)
using the speciation code MINTEQ.
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UfVI) sorption to kaolinite in the absence of organic ligands
UfVI) sorption on kaolinite increases from pH ~3 to 7, reaching near 100% at pH
8, and at higher pH, sorption decreases slightly (Figure 8.4). Little ionic strength
dependence is observed; increasing ionic strength from 0.01 to 0.1 M NaN0 3 produces
only a slight decrease in UfVI) sorption. In contrast, UfVI) sorption is greatly effected by
pC0 2 concentrations (Figure 8.5). In the absence of pC0 2 and under atmospheric
conditions with tightly closed tubes and without addition of sodium carbonate to insure
equilibrium with respect to atmospheric pC0 2 at all pH values, UfVI) sorption is near
-100% from pH 8 to 9. In contrast, in experiments completed under atmospheric
conditions and spiked with NaHC0 3 to ensure carbonate equilibrium, UfVI) sorption
increases from pH 3 to 7 and decreases above a pH of -7.5. In the presence of 5% pC0 2
U(VI) sorption peaks at 45% between pH 5 and 7 and decreases dramatically at higher
pH.
Payne et al. (2004) developed a non-electrostatic surface complexation model
(NEM) to describe adsorption of T10"6 or MO"5 M UfVI) on 4 or 40 g/L kaolinite (KGalb) in the presence of 0.01 M NaN0 3 . Sorption was assumed to occur on kaolinite
aluminol edge sites (>A10H) and on titanol sites (>TiOH) of titanium dioxide impurities.
These surface sites were chosen based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data,
which showed that UfVI) tended to preferentially associate with fine-grained anatase and
rutile (Ti02) impurities. Payne et al. (2004) calculated aluminol and titanol site densities
from TEM observations by assuming the formation of 1:1 U-surface complexes on the
kaolinite and titanium dioxide particles (Table 8.1). Payne et al. (2004) assumed that
UfVI) sorption occurs via the formation of three surface species: >TiOU0 2 + ,
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>A10U0 2 0H and >TiOU0 2 C0 3 (Table 8.2; Figure 8.6). Formation of a monodentate
UfVI) complex on a titanol site,

>TiOH + U0 2 +2 o >TiOU02+ + H+

(1)

is consistent with their TEM observations highlighting the important role of anatase in
binding UfVI). Acidity constants and UfVI) binding on kaolinite were described using
aluminol, rather than silanol, sites for the kaolinite based on previous work, by Borovec
(1981), Kohler et al. (1992), and Turner and Sassman (1996) demonstrating that the
aluminol site (>A10H) in the gibbsite-type layer preferentially sorbs UfVI) compared to
the silanol sites in the siloxane layer of kaolinite. Due to the increasing hydrolysis of the
UfVI) ion at higher pH, they assumed formation of a monodentate UfVI) hydroxide on
the aluminol site to account for UfVI) sorption at circumneutral pH values, according to

>A10H + U0 2 +2 + H 2 0 o >A10U02OH + 2H+

(2)

Finally, to improve the model fit at high pH a U(VI)-carbonate complex sorbing onto a
titanol site was included, according to

>TiOH + U0 2 +2 + C032" o >TiOU02C03" + H+
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(3)

Without this species, the model overestimated UfVI) sorption at high pH. Furthermore,
the presence of U(VI)-carbonato ternary surface complexes on phyllosilicates has been
confirmed by EXAFS (Catalano and Brown, 2005).
The SCM parameters for UfVI) adsorption described by Payne et al. (2004) were
used together with the NEA thermodynamic database provided with the speciation code
Visual MINTEQ (Table 8.3), to model the data for the conditions used in this study. A
relatively good fit to the experimental data is achieved over a wide range of conditions,
i.e. varying ionic strength, and pC0 2 (Figure 8.4, and 8.5). At low pH (3 to 5), the NEM
produces good predictions for varying ionic strength conditions; at high pH behavior is
underestimated. For varying pC0 2 the NEM again results in a good simulation of the data
at low pH, and underpredicts sorption at high pH for 0 and 1.52T0"5 M aqueous pC03"2;
whereas for open-atmosphere and 5% pC0 2 conditions, good fits are observed.
Although the NEM produces reasonably good fits to the UfVI) adsorption data, it
does not adequately reproduce UfVI) sorption behavior in the presence of organic acids
(see below), which may indicate that interactions with the electrical double layer must be
included explicitly in the model. Therefore, a diffuse layer model (DLM) was also
developed and tested, first in the absence of the ligands. For the DLM, a relatively simple
model with only a single surface site type, in contrast to the two used by Payne et al.
(2004), was used. The site density and acidity constants were taken from Sverjensky and
Sahai (1996). These authors argue that sorption of cations onto oxides is best described
using internally-consistent set of parameters, i.e. 10 sites/nm2 and acidity constants based
on properties of the solid (dielectric constants and Pauling bond strengths), allowing for a
minimization of the number of experimentally derived constraints within a model (Table
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8.2). Surface complexation stability constants for UfVI) adsorption were optimized using
FITEQL4.0 (Herblin and Westall, 1999). Aqueous reactions and stability constants from
Visual MINTEQ were used in all models and activity corrections were included in the
calculations (Table 8.3). Optimizations in FITEQL4.0 were completed using edges from
all pC0 2 conditions simultaneously to derive best-fit stability constants over the full
range of conditions. Total carbonate concentrations were either assumed to be constant
(closed cap experiments) or pH-dependent values calculated using MINTEQ and
assuming equilibrium with respect to the atmosphere were used (experiments pre-spiked
with NaHCOs).
To choose surface reaction stoichiometries, the UfVI) aqueous speciation at
conditions of ITO"5 M UfVI) and 0.01 M NaN0 3 (Figure 8.7) was considered. Under
fully equilibrated atmospheric pC0 2 conditions, UfVI) dominates the speciation at low
pH; from a pH of 5 to 8 hydrated UfVI) species are the most abundant aqueous
complexes, shifting to U(VI)-carbanato species at higher pH. Because sorption reaches a
maximum in the circumneutral pH range and the aqueous speciation is dominated by
hydroxide complexes from pH 5 to 8, a single >XOU02OH complex was tested
according to the reaction,

>XOH + U0 2 +2 + H 2 0 o >XOU02OH + 2H+

(4)

with a resulting stability constant of -6.1. This DLM provides a good fit to the measured
data, yielding a WSOS/DF of 3.54. In contrast to the Payne et al. (2004) model, the DLM
overestimates UfVI) adsorption at pH 5-7 for atmospheric pC0 2 and tends to
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underestimate sorption at low pH and low pC0 2 , and across the measured pH range for
data measured under 5% pC0 2 (Figure 8.4, 8.5). A variety of other reaction
stoichiometrics were also explored when constructing the DLM. These included bidentate
complexes (>(XO)2U02, >(XO)2U02OH)), as well as other monodentate complexes
(>XOUOz+, >XOU02(OH)2", >XOU0 2 (OH) 4 3 , >XOU02(OH)7"6), however, none of these
resulted in lower WSOS/DF values compared to the >XOU02OH complex.
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Figure 8.4. 1T0"5 M UfVI) sorption on 2 g/L kaolinite with 0.01 M NaN0 3 as a function
of ionic strength with tightly capped tubes (assumed total C0 3 " (aq) = 1.52-10" M).
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Table 8.1. Surface area, surface site types and surface site densities used in
surface complexation model calculations.

Model

Solid

NEM
NEM
DLM

Kaolinite
Kaolinite
Kaolinite

Surface
area (m2/g)
13.6
13.6
13.6

Site types
>A10H
>TiOH
>XOH
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Site density
(umol/m2)
0.18
0.03
16.6

Table 8.2. Reaction stochiometries and stability constants used in surface complexation
models.
Model
NEM
NEM
NEM
NEM
NEM
NEM
NEM
DLM
DLM
DLM
DLM

Surface
Kaolinite
KaolLnite
Kaolinite
Ti-oxide
Ti-oxide
Ti-oxide
Ti-oxide
Kaolinite
Kaolinite
Kaolinite
Kaolinite

Reaction
>A!OH + H- o >A30H/
>A10H*>>A10 +H>AiOH + UO,-- + H-O o >AlOUO,OH + 2H*
>TiOH + H- o>T\OH.>TiOH *> >TiO + H>TiOH -r UO,' 3 «> >TiOUO," + H>TiOH -i- tJO ; ' : -t CO,1*** TiOUO.CO, + Ff
>XDH + H- *> >XOH->XOH<*>XO +-H"
>XOH + UO,-' + H,0 <=> >XOUO,OH + 2H"
:
>XOH + uo.,- «* >xoi;o-- -r H-

Log K
6.3
-8.7
* \ A

4.9
-7.5
3.76
12.0
2.3
-S.l
-6.18
-1.05

U(VI) sorption to kaolinite in the presence of EDTA
All experiments investigating the sorption of UfVI) onto kaolinite in the presence of
organic acids were conducted under atmospheric conditions (an assumed 1.5T0"5M total
C03"2) with 10"5 M UfVI) and 2 g/L KGa-lb in 0.01 M NaN0 3 . The addition of MO 4 to
ITO 2 M EDTA results in a pronounced decrease in UfVI) sorption (up to 80% drop)
between pH 4 and 11 (Figure 8.8). TOC data does not show a strong concentration
dependence on EDTA loss from solution and suggests that under all of the experimental
conditions less than 10% of the EDTA sorbs onto the kaolinite surface (Figure 8.9).
The NEM and DLM described above were used, together with aqueous U(VI)-EDTA
reactions and stability constants in the default MINTEQ thermodynamic database (Table
8.3), to simulate UfVI) sorption in the presence of EDTA. For these calculations, it was
first assumed that EDTA does not interact with the kaolinite surface. This results in an
underprediction of UfVI) sorption at pH < 6 or 7 for both the NEM and the DLM (Figure
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Table 8.3. Aqueous complexation reactions and stability constants.
Reaction

LogK

+

Na + N 0 3 " ^ N a N 0 3 ( a q )
U0 2 + 2 + N0 3 " o U 0 2 N 0 3 +

-0.55
0.3

UO z +2 + H 2 0 o U0 2 OH +
2U0 2 + 2 + H 2 0 ^ (U0 2 ) 2 OH +3 + H+
U0 2 + 2 + 2H 2 0 o U0 2 (OH) 2(aq) + 2H +
2U0 2 + 2 + 2 H 2 0 ^> (U0 2 ) 2 (OH)2 +2 + 2H +
H 2 0 o OH + H+
U0 2 + 2 + 2 C 0 3 " 2 ^ U 0 2 C 0 3 ( a q )
U0 2 + 2 + 3 H 2 0 <* U0 2 (OH) 3 - + 3H +
3U0 2 + 2 + 4 H 2 0 <s> (U0 2 ) 3 (OH) 4 +2 + 4H +

-5.25
-2.7
-12.15
-5.62
-13.997
9.94
-20.25
-11.9

3U0 2 + 2 + 5 H 2 0 *> (U0 2 ) 3 (OH) 5 + +5H +
U0 2 + 2 + 2 C 0 3 " 2 ^ U0 2 (C0 3 ) 2 2 "
4U0 2 + 2 + 7 H 2 0 o (U0 2 ) 4 (OH) 7 + + 7H +
3U0 2 + 2 + 7 H 2 0 ^> (U0 2 ) 3 (OH) 7 - + 7H +
U0 2 + 2 + 3 C 0 3 " 2 ^ U0 2 (C0 3 ) 3 4 "
U0 2 + 2 + 4 H 2 0 o UO 2 (0H) 4 2 + 4H +
3U0 2 + 2 + 6 C 0 3 " 2 ^ (U0 2 ) 3 (C0 3 V 6
C0 3 " 2 + Na + <=> NaC0 3 "
C0 3 " 2 + Na+ + H+ <t> NaHC0 3(aq)

-15.55
16.61
-21.9
-32.2
21.84
-32.4
54
1.27
10.029

Na+ + H 2 0 ^ NaOH(aq) + H+
C0 3 " 2 + 2H + <^H 2 C0 3 ( a q )

-13.897
16.681

C 0 3 2 + H+ <* HCO3EDTA"4 + H+ 0 HEDTA"3
EDTA"4 + 2H + « • H2EDTA"2
EDTA"4 + 3H+ 0 H3EDTA-

10.329
10.98
17.221
20.339

EDTA"4 + 4H + <=> H4EDTA(aq)
EDTA' 4 + 5H + *> H 5 EDTA +
EDTA"4 + 6H + & H 6 EDTA +2
EDTA"4 + Na + 0 NaEDTA"3
U0 2 + 2 + EDTA"4 + H + ^ U 0 2 H E D T A 3

22.552
24.052
23.94
1.64
19.63

2U0 2 + 2 + EDTA"4 0 (U0 2 ) 2 EDTA (aq)

20.43

2U0 2 + 2 + EDTA"4 + H 2 0 <s> (U0 2 ) 2 OHEDTA" + H+
Citrate"3 + H + <=> HCitrate"2
Citrate"3 + 2H + <=> H2Citrate"
Citrate"3 + 3H+ 0 H3Citrate(aq)
Citrate"3 + Na+ <=> NaCitrate"2
2U0 2 + 2 + 2Citrate"3 0 (U02) 2 Citrate 2 "
U0 2 + 2 + Citrate"3 0 UQ2Citrate"

15.423
6.396
11.157
-2.7
1.39
21.3
8.69
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8.8) . In contrast, at higher pH, the models both greatly overpredict UfVI) sorption in the
presence of the EDTA (Figure 8.4A). The underprediction of UfVI) sorption at low
pHsuggests formation of U(VI)-EDTA-kaolinite ternary complexes. Previous studies
have proposed that metal-EDTA ternary complexes form on a variety of oxides at low pH
(e.g., Zachara et al., 1995; Nowack et al., 1996; Friedly et al., 2002;). For example,
Nowack et al. (1996) successfully described the adsorption of Ni2+ or Fe2+ on several
oxide minerals (goethite, HFO, lepidocrocite, 5-Al203 and y-Al203) in the presence of
EDTA with a DLM or constant capacitance model (CCM) by including ternary
complexes. Similarly, Friedly et al. (2002) produced reactive transport simulations to
represent Ni, Zn and Ca mobilization through a quartz sand aquifer by including metalEDTA-solid ternary complexes in their model. A study by Zachara et al. (1995)
demonstrated the ability of EDTA to enhance the adsorption of Co-60 to goethite in a pH
range where cobalt, in the absence of EDTA, does not appreciably adsorb.
To resolve the differences between model and data at low pH, the UfVI) aqueous
speciation at low pH was used to infer likely ternary complex stoichiometrics. Between
pH 3 to ~7, nearly all UfVI) in solution is chelated as a U02HEDTA" complex (Figure
8.10). Therefore, FITEQL was used to optimize stability constants for individual UfVI)
sorption edges in the presence of EDTA using the Payne et al. (2004) NEM with each of
the

following

ternary

complexes:

>SOU02EDTA"3,

>SO(U02)2HEDTA,

or

>SOU02HEDTA"2, where >SOH represents either a titanol (>TiOH) or an aluminol
(>A10H) site. Optimization of individual surface complexes as well as combinations of
two or three complexes were attempted, for example simultaneously fitting for stability
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constants of U(VI)-EDTA complexes on both the titanol and aluminol sites. Because of
the large size of the EDTA molecule, bidentate complexes (>(TiO)2U02EDTA4,
(>(A10)2U02EDTA4) were also tested, together with several combinations of mono- and
bidentate species, but all of these resulted in higher WSOS/DF values compared to
optimizations with a single surface species. Optimization of stability constants for each
single surface species tested was possible for the UfVI) edges measured under lower
EDTA concentrations, but FITEQL failed to converge for optimizations of the ITO"2 M
EDTA edge, so for this dataset stability constants were instead optimized by eye in
MINTEQ. Of the ternary complexes tested, the >TiOU02EDTA"3 species resulted in the
best fit to the full suite of data at low pH, per the reaction,

>TiOH + EDTA"4 + U0 2 +2 o >TiOU02EDTA"3 + H+

(5)

with a median stability constant of 15.3. The loss of EDTA from solution occurring due
to formation of this ternary complex is between 0.1 and 10% of total EDTA for the ITO"4
to ITO"2 M EDTA experiments. The TOC data are not sensitive enough to detect this low
level of EDTA absent from solution. Thus, formation of this ternary complex cannot be
confirmed or dismissed based on the TOC data. The addition of the >TiOU02EDTA"3
ternary complex provides a better fit to the data at low pH, but with the addition of only
this complex, the NEM continues to overestimate UfVI) sorption above pH ~7. At high
pH, EDTA speciation in the aqueous phase is dominated by the formation of NaEDTA"3
(Figure 8.10). MINTEQ calculations show that the concentration of NaEDTA"3 is an
order of magnitude greater than aqueous U(VI)-EDTA complexes at high pH.
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Furthermore, when modeling Co sorption to goethite in the presence of EDTA, Zachara
et al. (1995) observed a decrease in Co adsorption and attributed the suppression to
competition by a Ca2+ species. Therefore, a second ternary complex (>SONaEDTA4) was
considered as a possible explanation for the decrease in UfVI) sorption onto kaolinite at
high pH. Simultaneous optimization of ^iONaEDTA" 4 and >A10NaEDTA"4 stability
constants failed to converge in FITEQL. Optimizations using only >TiONaEDTA"4 also
failed to converge. Stability constant optimization could only be achieved for formation
of >A10NaEDTA"4, according to:

>A10H + EDTA 4 + Na+ o >A10NaEDTA"4 + H+

(6).

It is not surprising that a stability constant could not be optimized for formation of a
ternary complex on the titanol site, but could be optimized using the aluminol site. The
acidic titanol site has a low point of zero charge (pHpzc) relative to aluminol causing it to
be more negatively charged than the aluminol site at a given pH, and NaEDTA"3 does not
exist appreciably in solution below pH ~7. In addition, the stability constant for
formation of the >TiOU02EDTA"3 complex using the low pH data results in saturation of
the titanol site, thus precluding sorption of NaEDTA"3. It is not possible to include
formation of both ternary complexes on this site and produce an acceptable fit of the data
across the measured pH range.
Stability constants for reactions 5 and 6 were optimized concurrently in FITEQL,
producing good fits for individual experiments with ITO"4 and ITO"3 M EDTA. However,
optimizations for sorption edges measured with the highest EDTA concentration
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conditions would not converge in FITEQL, so these were again fit by eye using
MINTEQ. The median stability constants from the simultaneous optimizations, shown in
Table 8.4, improve the overall fits, reproducing the general trends observed in the
measured edges for UfVI) sorption in the presence of EDTA (Figure 8.11). However, at
low pH the model reproduces only the average sorption for all EDTA conditions explored
and does not correctly capture the observed spread of the experimental edges. The
relatively high stability constant, a log K of 15.3, for the >TiOU02EDTA"3 required to
produce good fits at low pH loads the titanol surface with U(VI)-EDTA at all pH values.
Because the titanol site is fully saturated with the U(VI)-EDTA ternary complex across
the pH range, at high pH the model overestimates sorption for high EDTA conditions
(Figure 8.12). In the circumneutral pH range, additional UfVI) sorption onto the aluminol
site results in an overestimation of total UfVI) sorption for the NEM.
The model prediction that all titanol sites are complexed by the U0 2 EDTA 3 from
pH 5 - 11 (Figure 8.12) is consistent with the observation of Payne et al. (2004) that
rutile and anatase impurities have greater surface area and greater reactivity compared to

Table 8.4. Ternary complexes.
Model Surface

Reaction

LogK

DLM Kaolinite >XOH -t- Citrate: «*• >XOHCitrate '

8

DLM Kaolinite >XOH + Citrate : -r UO;:- <» >XOUO,Curatc•'• + FT

S.9

NEM Kaolinite >A!OH + EDTA'! + Na" <* >A!ONaEDTA" + PL
NEM Ti oxide >TiOH - EDTA - +• UO:-- *> >TiOUO-EDTA ' + IT

15.3
1.07

NEM Kaolinite >AiOH + Pf + Citrate ; <* >AiOH-Citrate; + H"
NEM Kaolinite >A'lOH + 2H' + Citrate "' «* >AlOH,Citrate:: + H"
NEM Ti-oxide >TiOH -r 2.HL + Citrate • <*• >TiOH,Citrate -

14.7
19.7
21

NEM Kaolinite ><A!OHj, + UO/ + Citrate"' <> >i._A10),UO,Citrate "' + 2H"
NEM Ti-oxide XTiOH'j, + CO--' + Citrate " <* ><TiO>,UO,Citratc'' + 2H*
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aluminol sites on kaolinite. Thus, UfVI) saturates the titanol surface sites before binding
to the kaolinite. From pH ~7 to 9 the aluminol surface sites begin to take up U0 2 0H + . At
higher pH, as the NaEDTA"3 concentration in solution increases, the competition for the
aluminol sites causes a decrease in the sorption of U02OH+. Above pH ~9 NaEDTA"3
saturates all available aluminol surface sites, leaving UfVI) bound exclusively to the
titanol sites. Although an improved fit to the high pH was provided by the addition of
competitive NaEDTA"3 complexes to the aluminol sites, the predicted loss of EDTA from
solution is not consistent with the TOC results. The total amount of EDTA removed from
solution due to formation of >TiOU02EDTA"3 and >TiONaEDTA"4 surface species is
predicted to be 0.2,2 and 20% for ITO"4, T10"3 and ITO"2 respectively. A loss of 0.2 to
2% cannot be discerned from TOC results, but a loss of 20% would be evident within the
uncertainty of the data. This discrepancy demonstrates that this NEM is not correctly
describing the reaction stoichiometrics, and some other process must result in the lower
than expected sorption of UfVI) ion at high pH in the presence of EDTA. One possibility
is that the model does not fully capture the UfVI) sorption behavior because the NEM
does not take into account electrostatic effects at the mineral surface.
To determine whether explicit accounting for electrostatic effects would provide a
better fit to the data, a DLM was developed using a similar approach to that described
above for the NEM: aqueous U(VI)-EDTA surface complexes were included to increase
sorption at low pH, and at high pH the formation of >XONaEDTA"4 was included to
decrease UfVI) sorption. The addition of U(VI)-EDTA complexes increases model
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predictions of UfVI) sorption at low pH, however, at high pH the addition of
>XONaEDTAJt does not effect the sorption edges. Because the site density in the DLM is
two order of magnitude greater than in the NEM, there are enough >XOH sites to
accommodate all UfVI) and Na-EDTA species. Thus, the addition of Na-EDTA surface
complexes to the DLM does not result in the same competitive effect observed for the
NEM. This suggests that the internally consistent parameters advocated by Sverjensky
and Sahai (1996) are either physically unrealistic, and thus hinder development of
accurate models of competitive effects for limited sites, or, that another process is
responsible for the inability of the model to correctly simulate the diminished UfVI)
sorption at high pH.
The inability of both the NEM and the DLM models to fit this data might be
explained by at least three other phenomena: (1) incorrect descriptions of carbonate
equilibria, (2) inaccuracies in the predicted UfVI) aqueous speciation in the presence of
EDTA or (3) inadequate descriptions of electrostatic effects. The EDTA experiments
were conducted under atmospheric conditions. However, as described above, it is clear
that at high pH, carbonate did not fully equilibrate before the batch experiments were
sealed. Thus, a fixed concentration of 1.5T0"5 M total aqueous C03"2 is assumed for all
atmospheric experiments. However, the true concentration of C03"2 is unknown and this
estimate may be in error. A higher concentration of C0 3 ' 2 would result in less sorption at
the high pH range, where the SCMs perform poorly (Figure 8.11, dotted lines). It is
possible that the actual pC03"2 concentration lies somewhere betweenl .5T0"5M and fully
equilibrated conditions, if this is the case the fit of the modeled edges to the measured
data would be greatly improved. Another potential source of error is uncertainty with
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respect to the predicted U(VI)-EDTA aqueous speciation. The formation of stronger than
predicted aqueous UfVI)-EDTA complexes at high pH would result in the observed
lower sorption. Finally, it is possible that the complexity of the system, with formation of
ternary surface complexes, necessitates a more sophisticated description of the electrical
double layer, such as a triple layer model or a CD-MUSIC approach.
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Figure 8.8. Sorption of ITO"5 M UfVI) on 2 g/L kaolinite in 0.01 M NaN0 3 with varying
concentrations of EDTA (assumed total C03"2(aq) = 1.52T0"5 M).
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Figure 8.10. Aqueous speciation of UfVI) and EDTA calculated in MINTEQ with the
NEA thermodynamic database (Table 8.3) for ITO"5 M UfVI) and 0.01 M EDTA in 0.01
M NaN0 3 with 1.52T0"5 M C03"2(aq) with (A) full range of concentration and (B)
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Figure 8.11. Sorption of ITO"5 M UfVI) on 2 g/L kaolinite in 0.01 M NaN0 3 with
varying concentrations of EDTA. Lines indicate U(VI) sorption calculated using the
NEM with ternary complexes shown in Table 8.4 and assuming 1.52T0"5 M C03"2(aq)
(solid lines) or full equilibration with atmospheric pC02 as a function of pH (dotted
lines).
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Figure 8.12. Surface species as a function of pH calculated using the NEM for ITO"5 M
UfVI) on 2 g/L kaolinite in 0.01 M NaN0 3 with 1.52T0"5 M C03"2(aq) and 0.01 M EDTA
with reaction stoichiometries, stability constants, aqueous stability constants and solid
parameters shown in Tables 8.1-8.4.
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U(VI) sorption to kaolinite in the presence of citrate
The addition of ITO"4 M citric acid results in a ~10% enhancement of U(VI)
sorbed from pH 3 to ~5, and above pH 5 up to 20% decrease in UfVI) sorbed occurs
compared to the experiments without organic acids. Addition of T10"2 M citric acid
results in approximately 60% UfVI) sorbed with essentially no dependence on pH (Figure
8.13). Redden et al. (1998) investigated a similar system, exploring the effects of 2.7T0"7
to 1.610"5 M citrate on the sorption of ITO"6 M UfVI) onto 1.2 g/L kaolinite (KGa-lb) in
the presence of 0.1 M NaCl (Figure 8.14). Addition of 2.7-10"7 M citrate has little effect
on UfVI) sorption, but 2.7T0"6 M citrate results in a slight enhancement at low pH, and
~10% decrease in sorption between pH 5-7, comparable to the influence of ITO"4 M citric
observed in this study. Redden et al. (1998) report decreased UfVI) sorption across pH
with the addition of 1.6T0"6 M citrate (Figure 8.14).
TOC data for ITO"2 M citrate conditions suggest a 0 to ~15% loss of citrate from
solution (Figure 8.15), and ITO"4 M citrate results in up to 20% loss of TOC from
solution, with the most pronounced losses at circumneutral pH. These results agree well
with those for citric acid sorbed onto kaolinite reported by Redden et al. (1998). At low
citrate concentrations (2.7T0 7 M) the ligand was fully sorbed in typical anion fashion,
reaching ~100% uptake at low pH and fully desorbing above pH 9. Greater additions of
citric acid (1.6T0 6 M) led to only ~20% of the ligand being complexed to the solid.
These results suggest that surface sites on the mineral are limiting under high citrate
concentrations. Citrate concentrations in this study were two to four orders of magnitude
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greater than those explored by Redden et al. (1998). Under such conditions, the expected
small relative loss of citrate is likely close to the TOC instrumental error.
To construct a model that would better describe UfVI) sorption behavior in the
presence of citrate, citrate sorption data from Redden et al. (1998) were used to
parameterize citrate-kaolinite reaction stoichometries and stability constants. Citrate
edges were fit using both a DLM and NEM. A single-site DLM was developed by
considering several surface complexes, including:
(>SOH)2Citrate3,

(>SOH2+)2Citrate",

>SOHCitrate"3, >SOH2Citrate'2,

(>SOH)3Citrate3,

and

(>SOH2+)3Citrate.

Complexation of citrate to any neutrally charged surface sites, i.e. >SOHCitrate3,
(>SOH)2Citrate3, (>SOH)3Citrate3, could simulate the data equally well. In the absence
of spectroscopic data to rule out any of these, the monodentate complex, according to:

>SOH + Citrate"3 o >SOHCitrate"3

(7)

was chosen for simplicity (Figure 8.15). Very good simulations of the citrate data from
Redden et al. (1998) are obtained with this reaction stoichiometry. A slight (~10%)
overestimation of citrate sorption occurs at very low pH for 2.7T0"7 M and 1.6T0"6 M
citrate experiments. The model parameterized using only citrate edges from Redden et al.
(1998) produces very good predictions, well within the measured data range, for
experiments with ITO"4 and ITO"2 M citrate from this study (Figure 8.15).
The DLM was used with the citrate-kaolinite and U(VI)-kaolinite surface reaction
stoichiometrics and stability constants derived for the individual binary systems to
calculate UfVI) sorption for the kaolinite-U(VI)-citrate systems (Figures 8.13 and 8.14).
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These initial predictions do not agree well with the measured UfVI) sorption data.
Sorption is underestimated at low pH and overestimated at high pH, particularly in the
presence of higher concentrations of citrate. In order to achieve a better fit to the data,
ternary complexes were included in the model to increase the calculated uranyl sorption
at low pH. Aqueous speciation calculations were used as a guide for composing possible
ternary surface complexes. Calculations completed using MINTEQ show that in the
presence of citrate three additional metal-ligand complexes are formed in solution,
U02Citrate", (U02)2(Citrate)22 and NaCitrate"2 with the concentration of NaCitrate"2 up to
four orders of magnitude greater than that of U(VI)-Citrate complexes (Figure 8.16). Five
ternary

complexes,

>XOHU02Citrate",

>(X0H)2U02Citrate",

>XOH2U02Citrate,

>XOU02Citrate"2, and >(XO)2U02Cit"3 were added to the DLM. However, FITQEL
would not converge for optimizations of the stability constants of any of these five
species, therefore, MINTEQ was used to fit these by eye. The best fit to the experimental
data was found using a monodentate species according to the reaction,

>XOH + Citrate"3 + U0 2 +2 o >XOU02Citrate"2 + H+

(8)

For low citrate concentrations (Figure 8.17) the model predictions are improved with the
inclusion of this ternary complex, but still fail to correctly simulate the enhanced uranyl
sorption at low pH. At high pH the model fails to accurately predict the loss of UfVI)
from the surface for all but the edge with the lowest citrate concentration. As the
concentration of citrate increases to ITO'4 and ITO"2 M citrate (Figure 8.18), model
predictions become very poor across the entire pH range. Uranyl sorption is still
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underestimated at low pH and overestimated at high pH, compelling consideration of
other reactions to better describe U(VI) surface complexation in this system. Because the
DLM failed to provide acceptable fits to the data across the entire range of measured
data, and because the NEM provided superior fits for the EDTA system, additions of
ternary complexes to the NEM were also attempted.
For the NEM, six different surface complexes and combinations of these were
tested to account for the sorption of citric acid onto kaolinite in the absence of UfVI):
>SOHCitrate"3, >SOH2Citrate-2, (>SOH)2Citrate3, (>SOH2+)2Citrate", (>SOH)3Citrate3,
and (>SOH2+)3Citrate where >S represents either a titanol or an aluminol site. The best fit
to the data was achieved with the following species: >TiOH3Citrate", >A10H3Citrate" and
>A10H2Citrate"2, but the NEM fit to the TOC data underpredicts citrate sorption at low
pH. In the circumneutral pH range the model generally describes the data well for all
concentrations with the exception of the 2.7T0"6 M citrate experiment, for which citrate
adsorption is overestimated by ~10%. At high pH the model again slightly
underestimates citrate sorption across the concentration range.
Initial NEM calculations of uranyl adsorption for the kaolinite-citrate-uranyl
system completed using the species derived for the kaolinite-uranyl or kaolinite-citrate
systems fail to correctly describe the ternary system edges (Figure 8.13 and 8.14). For
high concentration citrate experiments (ITO 4 and ITO"2 M), the model greatly
underestimates uranyl sorption. For the conditions of Redden et al. (1998), uranyl
sorption is underestimated at low pH and overestimated at high pH for low
concentrations of citrate. For greater additions of citrate (e.g., 1.6T0"5M citrate), a closer
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approximation of the uranyl behavior is achieved at low pH, but sorption is overestimated
at high pH.
To better fit the experimental data, ternary complexes were fit using the NEM. At
the highest citrate concentration (1T0"2M citrate), ~60% of the UfVI) is sorbed regardless
of pH (Figure 8.13). For the NEM parameters, this is equivalent to half of all available
sites, suggesting that bidentate uranyl-citrate species might be significant. As pointed out
by Redden et al. (1998), citric acid, a ligand with three functional groups, is unlikely to
bind to single surface sites to form monodentate complexes. Rather, a single sorbed
ligand is likely to block multiple sites because each carboxyl group can potentially block
a different site on the surface. For example, Cornell and Schindler (1980) used
spectroscopic data to demonstrate that citrate can bind to goethite with multiple
orientations, including as complexes that block several sites.
Bidentate citrate-uranyl species were also attempted for the DLM, but in contrast
to the NEM, the addition of these complexes did not produce an improved fit compared
to monodenate complexes. The disparity in behavior of the two models is due to the large
difference in site densities. The DLM site density is four orders of magnitude greater than
that used in the NEM. Thus, the addition of bidentate species to the NEM exhausts all of
the available sites for high citrate concentrations, limiting the amount of UfVI) that may
sorb onto the solid. In contrast, addition of bidentate complexes to the DLM, does not
limit UfVI) sorption because there are enough sites for all of the bidentate uranyl-citrate
complexes to bind at the surface.
Attempts to simulate UfVI) sorption behavior by including bidentate ternary
complexes in the NEM failed to converge in FITEQL, therefore, MINTEQ was used to fit
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stability constants for these complexes by eye. Two bidentate surface complexes
(>(TiO)2U02Citrate and >(A10)2U02Citrate with stability constants shown in Table 8.4),
do provide an improved description of UfVI) sorption, but not a good fit overall. When
applied to the data from Redden et al. (1998), the general trend of increased UfVI)
sorption at low pH is correctly described for the 2.7T0"7 and 2.7T0"6 M citrate
experiments, however, the total increase in uranyl sorption is overestimated (Figure
8.17). At pH above ~5, the model underestimates uranyl sorption in the presence of
2.7T0"7 M citrate and greatly overestimates sorption with the addition of 2.7T0"6 M
citrate. The 1.6T0"5 M citrate edge is not well described; uranyl sorption is greatly
overestimated at all pH values. For ITO"4 and ITO"2 M citrate experiments, the model
again falls short with sorption underpredicted at low pH and overpredicted at high pH
(Figure 8.18).
Both the NEM and DLM fail to correctly simulate UfVI) sorption onto kaolinite
in the presence of citrate over a broad range of conditions. Although some of the general
trends are approximated, the individual edges cannot be simulated with the models tested
in this study. Several issues may be responsible for the poor fits. These include: (1) the
U(VI)-citrate stoichiometry changes with increasing citrate concentrations, and therefore
a single set of ternary reactions does a poor job of predicting the citrate behavior over
large variations in ligand concentration. Indeed, the same conclusion was drawn by Min
(2006) for studies of 35 mg/L Cd sorption on kaolinite in the presence of 0 to 5 mM citric
acid. An increase in Cd sorption was observed with small additions of citrate, however, at
concentrations > 3 mM the amount of Cd sorbed was minimal. (2) Citrate may bind onto
the solid with multiple surface configurations (i.e. monodentate, bidentate, tridentate),
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with the predominant complex dependent on the citrate concentration. (3) With greater
additions of citric acid, kaolinite dissolution might cause an increase of dissolved Si and
Al that can compete for surface sites at high pH (>~8). In the absence of spectroscopic
data, the configurations of metal and citrate at the kaolinite surface in this study remain
speculative. Although the SCMs can be used to rule out species that are completely
inconsistent with the experimental data, the many possible combinations of reaction
stoichiometries make it difficult or impossible to constrain a unique set of reactions
without complementary spectroscopic data.
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UfVI) sorption to kaolinite in the presence of fulvic acid
Addition of fulvic acid leads to an increase in UfVI) sorbed from pH 3 to ~5 or
5.5 for 20 mg/L and 10 mg/L addition, respectively (Figure 8.19). 10 mg/L fulvic acid
decreases UfVI) sorption by ~10%. In contrast, doubling the amount of fulvic acid added
decreases sorption by up to 40% at pH ~7-9. TOC results show that ~50% of the 10 mg/L
fulvic acid is lost from solution at low pH, and as pH increases the concentration of
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ligand in solution increases. Similarly, TOC results for 20 mg/L fulvic acid demonstrate a
30% loss at low pH decreasing to levels below detection at high pH (Figure 8.20). These
results are in good agreement with similar work done by Ren et al. (2010) and Zuyi et al.
(2000) using other substrates. Ren et al. (2010) studied the effects of adding 10 or 20
mg/L fulvic acid (SRFA) to bentonite clay (MX-80) in 0.01 M NaC104 with 8.33-10"5 M
UfVI). A small increase in UfVI) sorption was observed below pH 5, but above pH 5 a
10 to 20% decrease in sorption took place. A similar effect was seen by Zuyi et al. (2000)
for sorption of 3.2-10"5 M UfVI) onto A1203 in 0.01 M NaN0 3 with the addition of 50 or
100 mg/L fulvic acid (extracted from weathered coal in Henan Province, P.R. China).
Zuyi et al. (2000) observed up to a 10% increase in sorption at low pH and above pH ~7 a
small decrease in UfVI) sorbed. Enhancement of metal sorption on clays in the presence
of natural organic matter at low pH has been attributed to the formation of ternary
complexes and diminished sorption at high pH is explained by the formation of aqueous
U(VI)-fufvic acid species (Murphy et al., 1998; Zuyi et al., 2000; Ren et al., 2010). The
formation of ternary complexes at low pH in this study is also consistent with TOC data,
which demonstrate a loss of fulvic acid from solution as a function of pH, with more
ligand removed from solution at low pH, presumably due to sorption onto the kaolinite
surface. As the solid surface becomes increasingly negatively charged, a corresponding
diminishment of fulvic acid loss from solution occurs as the ligand is released back into
solution. Greater additions of fulvic acid result in a smaller pH range of enhanced UfVI)
sorption and a more pronounced loss of UfVI) from the solid at high pH. For comparison,
Krepelova et al. (2008) investigated the effects of 10 mg/L humic acid (HA) addition on
1-10"4 M UfVI) sorption onto 4 g/L kaolinite (KGA-lb) in the presence of 0.1 M NaC104
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over a pH range of 5 to 8 using XAS. They found U-Oax distances of 1.78 A, confirming
the formation of U(VI)-HA-kaolinite ternary complexes.
The speciation of UfVI) in the presence of fulvic acid was calculated with the
initial assumption that all of the fulvic acid remains in solution. Complexation of UfVI)
to the fulvic acid was predicted using the default MINTEQ thermodynamic database with
the NICA-Donnan method, and complexation of the UfVI) to kaolinite was calculated
using either the DLM or NEM described above. These calculations suggest that the
amount of UfVI) complexed to fulvic acid will increase with pH, from ~15 to 40% at pH
2.5, to 50 to 100% at ~4 to 6 (Figure 8.21). Above pH 6, aqueous U(VI)-fulvic
complexes become less prevalent. With the first-order approximation that fulvic acid
does not bind to the kaolinite surface, the NEM and DLM both predict a loss of UfVI)
from the solid surface due to the formation of competitive aqueous U(VI)-fulvic acid
species. Predictions of UfVI) sorption with the addition of fulvic acid are more
reasonable at high pH using this assumption, but the model greatly underpredicts UfVI)
sorption at low pH. This is not surprising, given that the TOC data shows significant loss
of fulvic acid from solution at low pH. Using the pH-dependent concentration of UfVI)
bound to fulvic acid predicted using the NICA-Donnan model, together with the fraction
of fulvic acid bound to the solid surface from the TOC data, a simple calculation provides
a rough estimate of UfVI) sorption via ternary complexes in the presence of fulvic acid.
A simple linear fit to the TOC data was used to calculate the percentage of fulvic acid
complexed to the kaolinite as a function of pH (Figure 8.20), and it was assumed that the
UfVI) calculated to be bound to the fulvic acid using the Nica-Donnan model also sorbs
to the surface. This approach neglects changes in UfVI) complexation at the surface
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resulting from blockage of sites or changes to the electrical double layer caused by the
sorbed fulvic acid, and it also neglects changes in the UfVI) aqueous speciation that
would result from the additional binding of UfVI) to the kaolinite surface as ternary
complexes. Nonetheless, it is clear that even this very simple calculation produces a
better estimate of the UfVI) sorption edges at low pH (Figure 8.22). The remaining
underestimation of sorption may in part be due to the crude method applied that cannot
fully account for changes in UfVI) aqueous speciation in the presence of fulvic acid and
the consequences these complexes would have for UfVI) interactions at the solid surface.
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Figure 8.19. Sorption of ITO"5 M UfVI) on 2 g/L kaolinite in 0.01 M NaN0 3 with
varying concentrations of fulvic acid. Lines indicate U(VI) sorption calculated with
MINTEQ using the DLM (solid) or NEM (dotted) and the NICA-Donnan model to
account for UfVD-fulvic acid aqueous complexation, and assuming that all fulvic acid
remains in solution with constant 1.52-10" M C03" (aq).
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

U(IV)02(S) dissolution
Hydrolysis of U02(S) performed under oxidizing conditions resulted in U activities
that were in agreement with past literature values for U in the hexavalent state.
Hydrolysis of U02(S) under reducing conditions was shown to produce lower U activities
when compared to oxidizing conditions, however solubility was still higher than those
established by past workers. For no-ligand experiments, the presence of UfVI) is almost
certainly responsible for the elevated U activities observed.
U02(S) solubilization experiments conducted in the presence of citrate, NTA or
EDTA under anaerobic conditions did not result in enhanced dissolution when compared
to the hydrolysis results. Under ambient atmosphere, UO2 dissolution is slightly higher
when compared to data obtained under reducing conditions. The similarity between the
data obtained for the two redox conditions again suggests that U(VI) is present. In
addition, the lack of pH dependence observed for all experiments is reflective of UfVI)
hydrolysis. Experiments may also have been influenced by the presence of Eu(II), which
may have provided a competing cation, suppressing complexation of U by the organic
ligands.
Although the effects of citrate, NTA and EDTA on UO2 dissolution were not
clearly elucidated by this work, these experiments are nonetheless valuable, because they
demonstrate the significant challenges involved in maintaining pure U(IV)02. These
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experiments help to isolate methods that are not effective under experimental conditions,
and also suggest that under most environmentally relevant conditions, some UfVI) is
likely to be present at the surface of U(IV)02, with significant ramifications for the
reactivity of the solid. To better investigate U(IV) complexation with ligands under
reducing conditions, the following methods are suggested:
(1) Extend the pH range investigated to include the first order hydrolysis. By
investigating solubility at low pH (2-4), more controls would be gained and
better interpretations could be determined. A secondary confirmation
regarding the presence or absence of UfVI) could be made.
(2) Potential complications from the reductant, Eu(II), are uncertain. The
concentration of Eu(II) added was two orders of magnitude greater than the
expected O2 concentration in solution. The concentration of Eu(II) could be
reduced.
(3) Experiments could be approach from the point of oversaturation, which
would eliminate problems with UfVI) on the solid surface. However, lengthy
equilibration periods are needed to precipitate crystalline, rather than
amorphous UO2.
(4) To better investigate the effect of ligands it is suggested that the concentration
of ligands be increased by at least an order of magnitude. This study
considered a relatively small concentration range (100 - 500 mM); to better
discern the effects of ligand promoted dissolution experiments covering
multiple orders of magnitude in ligand concentration might be useful.
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UfVI) sorption on kaolinite
Significant loss of UfVI) from no-solid control experiments shows that sorption to
polypropylene container walls can potentially skew experimental results. However,
uranyl loss to the container does not occur significantly in the presence of KGa-lb under
the specific conditions used in this study, and thus competitive effects of the container
wall can be ignored. Nonetheless, the control experiments demonstrate the significant
potential for UfVI) to be lost to vessel walls, and it is emphasized that for other systems
extraction of UfVI) from the container should be performed to ensure that any loss of
UfVI) is insignificant.
Sorption of UfVI) to kaolinite (KGa-lb) shows little ionic strength dependence,
but is strongly effected by pH, with 100% sorption in the circumneutral range. This
shows that clay minerals may be an important impediment to UfVI) mobilization in the
subsurface. By increasing pC0 2 to levels commonly found in soils and subsurface
sediments, a large decrease in UfVI) sorbed, particularly at pH > 6, is observed and
attributed to the increase in aqueous U(VI)-carbonato complexes. A NEM developed by
Payne et al. (2004) was used to successfully simulate UfVI) sorption behavior as a
function of pH, pC0 2 and ionic strength. To account for possible electrostatic effects,
especially in the presence of organic ligands, a single-site DLM was also developed. The
DLM was equally capable of describing UfVI) sorption for varying pC0 2 , pH and ionic
strength.
The addition of EDTA, citric or fulvic acid had a significant influence on UfVI)
sorption to kaolinite, suggesting that these ligands may provide important controls on
UfVI) mobility and bioavailability in the environment. Consistent with prior work using
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other sorbates and sorbents, this study suggests that U(VI)-ligand-kaolinite complexes
form at low pH. All three organic acids tended to decrease UfVI) sorption at high pH,
with more pronounced effects observed with increasing concentrations of the organic
acids. Addition of the organic acids enhances UfVI) sorption at low pH, presumably due
to the formation of kaolinite-organic ligand-UfVI) ternary complexes. This could be
simulated reasonably well in the NEM and DLMs developed for both EDTA and citric
acid additions through inclusion of ternary surface complexes. The poor model fits over
broad ranges in solution pH could reflect inaccuracies in estimates of the total C03"2 in
solution, or in the aqueous speciation of UfVI) in the presence of the organic ligands.
Furthermore, the site density postulated by Sverjensky and Sahai (1996) does not allow
competition to occur between UfVI) and sodium for surface sites at high pH, because the
large surface site density allows accommodation of both UfVI) and Na-EDTA surface
complexes. This suggests that either a more sophisticated description of the electrostatics
is required, or that there are inaccuracies in the predicted U(VI) aqueous speciation in the
presence of the organic acids. The lack of full equilibration with ambient pC0 2 may also
have contributed to the lack of good fits achieved with either the NEM or the DLM over
the broad range of tested solution composition. TOC data helped to constrain the choice
of models, however, more spectroscopic data (e.g. XAS) would also be useful to provide
more constraints on the SCM descriptions of UfVI) sorption in the presence of these
organic acids.
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